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INTRODUCTION

fuIp2e_laLgatItIELvn2

A planning initiative is currently under-ay in. the Department Of Health,

Education, and Welfare by the Office of the- Assistant Secretary-for

Planning and Evaluation (OASPE)1 0 define a long-range role for youth.

It is within this context that OASPE sponsored a two day conference

entitled qbe Workshop on Youth Research.!' Its purpose was to ebtain a

firat hand accurate, and representative feeling about where youth research

was intellectually, what it had learned over the past decade, and where

it was going. In addition, the office was interested in receiving

practical suggestions for appropriate'i-oles7whicil gover ent could play

An youth research, other than to simply supply more funds. Specifically,

the office ia soliciting ideas'for coordinating and developing a

"research agenda for youth-.. It is hoped that eventUally this reLiearch

agenda may provide the necessary background information to develop a

legislative program for a National Youth Policy.

Workshop particIpants were selected primarily from university-affiliated

institut'As conducting adoleseence_tesearch. Invitations Vere sent to

the respective directors. Prior to the workshop participants provided

a brief description of their institute And a brief abstract of past and

current research efforts. Lastly', they Were asked to respond to three

rkshop questions: What did_they feel were the t-o or three most critical

issues affecting youth research _(other than lack of funds)1 the mnst

important re earch questionspertaning to their institutes; and, from
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their perspective what.the focus,of a research agen affor the Federal

govel ment might be.

Over 60 issues were raided. These included moral development, ego

development youth culture, learning opportunities (educational and

developmental), the definition of "youth," social development, socio-

emotional changes in and around puberty, coordination of research, dysfunc-

tional fragmentation of social science knowledge', (poorl) applied.versus

basic research, and crisis-pri nted research, co name only a few.

From these diverse issues,,four themes were identified: (1) rights and,
o

privireges versus obligations and responsibilities; (2)-the role of the

school; (3 ) "normal" youth; and (4) the relationship of the adolescence

research community to the various branches of goVernment.. A question-

which reflected a wide diversity- of concerns and perspectives was'cl .loped

for,eech theme and later presented to ithe participants for -their reacc.

The 14 participants who came to the workshop represented some of tii

----Arru-S-t7eminent edolescent _research:1.n titu ions in the United States. From

the.participants we, as organizers, had three_expectations. It was made

elearbefore the conference began that -eiwished to elicit the follovingl

1. their responses with respect to problems affect±ng youth

rather than youth -ith specific problems;,

2. a Wide variety of research opinion on where yeuth research should

go over the next decade;

3. their responses to the following question: "Other than p viding.

an increased level of funding, what role _hould the Federal

government play in'the sponsorship of 5eouth reaearch?"



_A workshop was divided into five hour-and-a-half discussion,

sessions, Participants were asRed to respond verbally to four written

que tions, with'one session spent on each topic: They had not,seen the

questions beforehand, nor had, they previously prepared verbal statements

of any kind. A fifth and conclUding session, lield without a written

question, discusled the role of the Federal government in guiding youth'

policy. Thus what each of these five sessions required was simply honest

and spontaneous'reaction. These reactions:were recorded on tape and were'

subsequently typed inte'raw manuscripts.

The Re ort's Intentions

This report .has three -intentions: First, it attempts to interpret and .

summarize the views of the participants. Second it hopes to clarify

specific issues on-which,there.was agreement and disagreement. And

----lastly, it tries to separaté these tWo categoriea of issnes and to on-

template their implications for a policy on youth. This was no small

undertaking, for each discussion evolved its own format. Some sessions

were tightly organized. In others, dialogue was allowed_to-float-freely-
,-_-___ 7_

over:new-issues-or-m/6r past topics; depending:upon the mood. Some'sessions

were marked by fatigue on_the part of the participants; other sessions were

:characterized by genuine insight. This variance was normal and was to

be expected. But.whicheVer_form the discussion took, we have put together.
ti?

the opinions as wa heard them, and have tried to present them-end our con-
\

03-
_elusions simply and concisely.
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Rights and Privi eges Versus Res.onsibillties and Obli ations

(414es

, (

Since it t.. inception, the atudy of Adolescenee has'genaratdd-much
reform ln ,the areas of luvenile justiCe, 'school codes, and'altertagons
of traditional pedagogy. Recently, howevet, a youth resparcher.hiargqed
that nonadult populations shouldbe deniedthe extension of identiql
'rights,end privileges which ate held by adults. :This scholar has Snid
that: "lhe.sociai movement irithe United State's that haafas 1ts4raist7
worthy obJective to-grant more power to powerless persons'has been:
expanded without reason or logid to includ2 dependent children."

'Two questions might emergefrom this statement. First, 4o depend-
. ent children deserve'rights and-privileges identicil toitnose of,adultsi
ancl if rfot, then Using your own research experience concerning adole8-
cent maturation, whae should belihe reasoning behind this denial?

Secondi what responsibilities and obligations to the state or'
community Would be appropriate to expect of-youtivin the next:decade?

11
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Priv eges and Responsibilities

Mere than .any other issue under discussion at this workshop, the

subject of right6 and privilegea vs. responsibilities and obligations

involves natters that are divorced from science and are encompassed in phil-

osephy Coniequently, the d'iscussion was expected to be political, and it

was. But despite.this fact, there was, to a large extent, a congruence of

opinion on goals. Less conservative/liberal ideology was in evidence than .

might have been anticipated. And in our opinion, this is what ultimately .

made the diseussion,and later the whole workshoo both suceessful dud pleasant.

There waw.at first some ditmay exp e sed that the question of rights

-and privileges should he considered' in conflict with obligation's and respon-

sibilities. Weretheynot'identical, inextricable? Did one not follow

logically And inevitabity from the other? The first response to c:uery

-was that yes,' in normative 'terms the second ought to follew from thefirst,

but that in empirical terms, in terms of what exists, the seceind often did not.

As one participant put it: The balance between privileges and- obligations

As pot always accepted, but-lurthermbre, there are situations in which the
__ _

two principles compete and where a decision has to be made as to whether a

child should have one or the other is.a given-circumstance,

But the written' question to which the workàhop was to. respond stated

that equal:rights and privileges had been extended'to nonadults without

"reason corlogic." Tothisi one participant responded that clearlythere

been both reaso Fand log c for-example behind the right to cross-examination

-In-juvenile court hearings or the right to wear.the hair length of one's

choice to:a public school. The reason and logic-stem from the inalienable

12



rights of the tLS Constitution, being applied for the first time to all

citizens; mino les, And youths. But there were other sIdes ex-
;

ed too. Sa 1 one Participant: what about the rights of those who suffer

the hands of others? For example, what does "informed consent" wean to

v-someone ho cannot learn math because kid out in the school hallway has a

I

.

\.

gunJpointed at his head? Another participani\ aid tharsociety habitually

parents worry about their part of bl gations and reSponsibilities;
- .

ociety sufficiently expecting youth tÔ do ikewise? A third said that

discusaing what it means to have a healthy balance between the two

ciples, everyone's conception will be a private statement of one's political

d social_ philosophy. The.qnestion that society must now face, he continued,
,

individuality to.go without also requiring a balanceis how far It Scan aIlo

of,social reslio bility;-h w can the benefits of freedom and creativity

accruing from-ind_ idnali y b: presdrved, without also having its "attendant

hóhör show."

The NotIon of Com:mUnity
_

There seemed to be agreement among_the participants ahOut the notion
,

vof.community. To be a.community, there had to be concurrence among community/

.
members on one or more basic'assumption about what "they all want." A family

can be considered a community; a school can be considered a community; so can

a neighborhood; and a nation. It was agreed that in, all these contexts, a

balance of both rights and obligations should be encouraged. 'Furthermore, said

one participant, we should-eliminate some common myths about our own socie

--
for example that lastern bloc countries are more idealistic than we.are.

Indeed we in this country have a unique ideological combination in our Const n.

I 3



Ideas for Poli : On Whom do You Rely?

But beyond the fact that a community should seek a balance, there was

considerable disagreement as to how, as to what was appropriate, and under

what circumstances. Should a community rely upon consumer opinion,

said one scholar, even if that opinion differed markedly from the xpertsi

What if 88 percent of the parents believed "x" was right and 88 percent

the experts believed "y".was'right?

of-

Another participant told a humorous story which illustrated a similar

point. It seems, she said, that there was this professor of entomology

_

who specialized in termites. He would:Work day after day in .his laboratory,

rarely thinking of anything else rarely meeting with people other than

specialists with a similar interest. Onp evening, he was invited to a

.social occasion. The hostess of the party was particularly glad that

despite his reputationt.for isolation, he had decided to accept. Finall)

when there was an 'opportunity, she presented him with her problem. "You

jime-professor," -he said, "my houSe iS being destroyed by termites! What

should I do?" "Nothing,'" was the expert's reply, "you see I am on their

side!"

The point was well taken. ,Experts who are dealing with youth have been

known.to slip from the role of scientist, to thatzo advocate. Bur

furthermore within the role of advocate it is possible to find champions

who believe that their clients deserve to be viCtorious, and their enemies

deaepve to be.vancinished, chaipions who see issues as essentially having

.'but two sides "for kids or against kids-' The implication seemed

to bethat such an adversary style of communication could only be

unproductive, and in the final analysis had no legitimate place in the field

of youth research.

14



Which Righti, Which Obligationad When?

_There Were a number of points raised on the issue hich

-righta and what obligations, and when. If children are-given rights, one

participant said, the co text of each of those rights needs to be spedified.

Another said-:that-we must seek answers to three.questions:

_at do we want our children to do?

(2) Whaftkinds 'of lives do we want our children to led?--and--

(3) What aontributi ns do we want our children to make to society?

Responsibility was defined by one participant as "meeting the obligations

of 'others." Then in response to a suggestion that adolesaents should adhere

to certain obligations, two complex issues'Were raised: One was that all appro.--

priate behavior can be defined by a social and institutional context. For

example, one particiPant peinted out that behavioral expectations for: child en--
_Jek

at _
given age can differ radically from one ethnia!group to another. Then a

somewhat ominoua wariiing was raised by a second participant who . suggested

that whoever aponsors training for responsibility could place the sponsor

in the position of exacerbating-conflict. Nevertheless, those who sponsor

,
the-extension of rights or privileges for adolescents do not do so' without

,

_dissent. For example,'there were some parents who firmly believed'that a aer-
.

tain length of hair ahould be exPeced of young people in public schools,and

the extension of fr edom along that dimension wasadvanced only' under conflicting'

prevsures.

It did not take long before the isaue of freedom and'authority was

defined as a basic dilemma. The dilemma as one participant'put,it was

a question which ije will all eventually be confronted with: how should we motivate

adolescen Should we give them xperience and hope to influence them

1
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by examplei or should it be through social constraints? When ahould it be-

one, and when should it be the other? And why?

Criteria for Allocatin Res onsibilit B Ae or bCperency'

The complexity of the totivation question was illustrated by the conflict

views between tho e who held that age categories were the most important

criteria for deciding upon the alloCation of responsibility and those who

held that it was the development of competencies which should be the deter-

mining factor. The 'debate on this issue was lengthy, spilled over into the

sessions on normal adolescence and on public policV, and eli-ited some of

the most p oductive exchanges of the woikshop.

It was generally.accepted that individuals develop competencies at

different, ratas For example, some 16 year olds are definitely capable

of driving resprsibly while others areAlot. Thua it was an accepted fact

that the develoPment of competency was not linear; nor was-the development

n eractionn between competencies."

One suggestion wa mads that this whole question was a spurce for

research and researchable Issues . For ekample -at what stage shoufa "informed

oonsent" be granted? Or how can -learning-theory-contribute to cooperation,

Without the intervention adversely,affecting individuality.

We will summarize thi 'discussion on the development o- competencies

and the application of social.polidy in a later section Let us mention

one is ue here which went right to the heart of thia sessiOn's political

matter: -does an increase in an adolescent's competence lead to the capau ty

for him or her to undertake additional responsibility; or does additional

responsibility lead t_ anincrement In an individunls measured competence?

16



Thi* issue was not resolved; nor is it likely to be. It is a baeic

philepophic divicion, with origins perhaps in Rousseau and in Hobbes.

But At le* ne individual was not bother& by its implications and held

agreement on this was not necessary,for-advancement 'Irknowledge. Often

she said, understanding can result from a dialectic of opiuion, from

contrasting approaches.

the question had to be left for the moment. To decide whether

to sponscir responsIbIlIty and ap.develop cOmpetence, or to develop compe7_

tence and so develop the capacity for responsibility, the decision woula

A

have to _remain until the precise environment could be specified,-in other

words, left for future research on adolescence.

..
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SESSION II

The Role Q hd-School

InsI:he past a great emphasis has "been pla ed upou the school as

an instittiion; there have:been .nwri-rous_effortS\to alter children's

attitudes And life-_chances by investing time and-effort during the

time-the child-spends-ai-school-4 Recently some-scholarS heVe-expressed,

doubts about influencing-adolescents through the classrciom and its

curricu14m. -How do you aud your institute approach this question:
:How much-effort would you place the:school? What do you perceive

as inutitutiOnal alternatives?

18
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The School as a- Institution: Unfa ned?

Jibe question posed on the influence. of _the school waa,the most specific

orkshop. It Jndirectly referred to issues of a_certain lite ature

bolized.by the Coleman and Jencks studies, and was asking fo domment

on a subject with a-comple* and part -Ular--methodology Be ause-of 'the

wide range-in specialltiesi at first the question seemed to confuse.pa Ici-_

pants. Perhaps the term school "influence" waa-not uniformly recegnized.

- Neverthele ft bad .done primary research on schoolchildren had fre-

quently used the school as a setting for research, and had discussed the
_ .

school in their-publidations. So it .asn't long before 'the question

elicitedqexactlY the kind of dialogue that was hoped for-',.with the

ion finally producing-more than its share of valuableinsighta.

-Though not stated directly, thereappeared to be a.general feeling

that the school,as an,institution had been-subjected recently to an

abundance of criticism, often unwar anted. It is true that schools pave .

been commonly held responsible over the course of the,last decade for not

equalizing opportunity, for not preparing kids for work, for loveredsdat-

ing," for not transferring basic' skills as well as they ()Ike did', for not

-gettitig kids interested.in learning and therefore preventing.them from

_

Jiropping-outand_for_not eliminating d -crimi- tion and unequal career

patterns among races and.social classes.

it has been popular

For these and other reasons;

say: it is the school's fault, and if schools

-dere different the problem would be resolved.

The historiography of this poiOf of view was never mentioned in the=

workshop, but many of the assumptions and much of the evidence for _it was

laid out and openly questioned. -The breadth.of the population -1th:which

1 9



schddls have to deal was raised as an issue to illus rate the Coiplexity

of the school's problems.. Bbn't forget, said one participant., that

'besideEt.-education, the in titution operates as an alternat1veo prisons,

to employment, and to mental health treatment. Nor should we forget, said

another participj t, the nuiber of actor6- influencing-the child whp-are-,

outside of school, much of the child's social behavior and social career

developing in the family milieu.

Otilers laid eMphaeis ma the lack of independenceof teachers and

school administrators.. Teachers, it was :held, had little freedom as

individuals to choose-what to teaciCor how to disciplin Another
,

participanteeiCthis: that after the publicAi covers that the school

not-accomplished Whathad,been expected, the public shbuld not blame_

it. The school is not-thé_villain; it is- not-the bad. guy. In fact

-the-school administration and school administrators probably have the

narrowest degree of freedom I have ever seen. Anyway,- said SoMeone

else, there is no data which Can show that it is "irrelevan curriculum

or irrelevant choollng whic s causing kids,to tune out or to drop out.

But besides not being blaMeable, many participants suggested that'

the -schoo-I-mig4t have'Mdre sarutarY effects than in commonly believed.

The fact said,Aane scho1ar-i---thdt4 ,the school-works. -And from wha

knbie'about .the"4,rhildren -of- the middle claastheschool = accomplishes

exactly.what.
.

s supposed to do. One fin s, said another scholar that the,

-.expeTi,ence of school often comes off better thah one* ight expect. There are t

_ asons for tills, the fact that it is'a meeting place, a place for rnakin g

2 0



Lends, and:secondly, a place where one can sometimes meet nice adults on

ate terms, who happen to be teacher
4> ,

A fhird participant tried to summarize his feelings by saying that

inti
,

:perhaps much of the pulic's dissatisfaction.with the school stems from a
6:3

--sense of-ovi-expectation of what it can accomplish. Mayhe our goal should

now be to try and scale-down-our expectations for the schoo4 Ito a more

reaSonable task.

Pointsj were raised with respect to specifIc suggestions for reform.

About curriculum the followiag was said: that it wasn' t a cause of

--kids-dropiiing out; (2) that almost all possible varieties of pedagogicS1

style hadnow been tried7and eakthroughs Should not be expected; and

(3) that the key to curriculum effectiveness was n what,was written,- but

how it was delivered. If, for example, a lesson on the American Revolution

was delivered by omeenie who- is Mean; then the real message would not-be

about .how our naticis received. freedom, -Jut about how it personally feels to

sitand tyranny.

About school funetions, it was said that Ome always _o consider

,ds:, manifest and latent. As one participant put it, m thinking

.for example of a school with-its middle class origins bUt situated in a

working class nei hborhood. There' is a symbolIc role that school will

play in the local community which kids will not be able to articulate

tTLsteal-nonethelesa Regardless of how the administration lays

t thsprofessional ideology or the facts about the school whih are kept7to-

pleass,eaccreditipg"agencie the ethic Of the school will always

be se0a- te and can be identified by'the social scientist.

21
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-Avilbout,sehoo s and work sxperience-the-foIlowing'tomment wa-s-thade

one participant: many have suggested that we should somehow adapt the

schoorto fit the labor market to the-point o_ getting kids wh6-"need" it,
le

experience. But therefis a question of demor..ratic values-at

stake_here. In Germany I lived under a system which used a simplified

solution of sending kids who "needed" it, out to work at 13 or 14. It

was a CAtast ophical claps.syStem.

A notion was advanced...that in fact the e were 30 Many:ands o_

Schools operating it-was'impossibla to generalize :ebo-__ them, to say-thatn

the choolsexperience is this, or-that, But another notion was
_ .

advanced

. , .

. thatAnjact there were'cOmmon experiences in -echool regardless of'class

-level, racial background or what, and that which was common was the subjection
---,
.

of 'all indiVid_Js-tO two, universal characteristleS: (a)-authority, and

b work. At the end, what remained was to decide mtether authority
r

-
and work imposed hy the institution were more useful in motivating students-

-thap were Individual freedom and choice.This related to the political

dilemma referred to in the previu_

was left that it n' t e

ession. But in sum, the thought

ely a genuine choice. was suggested that

work and authority, were dhaV_ dable characteristics of life:
1

itutionsaandAthough-not always Pleasant, their' existence in
==t

no way precluded an individual success or happiness, and in no ay

jnitified, calling schools tO taWfor their labk -f"influence" in a-

milieu-of-highly-complex demands and a narrow'range of choices.



t?

gn±att:

'Recently it has been argued that while the incidence of problems-sUch

as abuse, juvenile delinquency or drug addition are alarming,- still the
vast Majority of Yuung,people manage to pass through adolescence int9 adult-
Aced without becoming dne of these,statistics. On the other hand, it is
arguedAhat there are additional issuesAsudh as problems- of_anotie or
self-concept) which are prevalent 'among all_categcries of youth. The'5ques-

tion is this:- from your experience, and fromLthe experiedce of-your -

researqh inst'_tute, how can one distinguish and defind-the problems whieh'
_ normally 'occur ilf_adolescence froid those,which-do dot? Secondly, are there
any of thOse normally occurring problems which-might require governffiental
.intervention?

SESSION 'III-

al Adolescenee-



To get a dozen schulars on

a

convehtion of th

20-

Adolescence are_ a table-and fhen to
,

d.discas "no al" adolescence is'like asking a

tiOnal Organization of Women to deacribe.(the woman

normal role . Olearly it is Something that each Individual has thought

about iarefully, 'and it

heated.- Thefe were tend

tot surprising that this sessienewae fast and

cies for so_e individuals to discuss their own

.-findings with respect to particular problems and targe

sothefff-these-per_s nal discoveries added-to the discussion

interesting, were peripheral 1:;ut besides these independentdirec_tions,_
-

,

there were common themes and exchanges which built upon the.previons
_

,
.

.discusaion.

the discus

These exchange

ion N.is conflict- 1 and ultimately unsettled .

licited several startling insights. Of

at

the

diversity of the schelars present, the incidence of this latter category

least as many'cAse there was open concurrence, and considering

-may just:Well have .set precedent for tte field.

-
oW-Xids Learn Behavior

We will discuss the subjects of disagreement first. The first dealt

with how -_hildren learn to do whati wrong: Since the cause of deviant

behavior-is a complex question, the laLk of concurrence was -_ot surprising.-
,

On the one-hand, therewere'those whcyconceived of behavior as-a function-

primarily of the wider environment. One participaht began°with anas p

tion that-ih certain circumstance what may be law-breaking (i.

quentl may-in-Tact.not becriminal, and 1 atedthe influence 'of

society in-the folloWing way: Our society is organized in such
.1

that we flamboyantly display the things whi:Ch are mo pleasutableJor

adul (such aa-sex And alcohol), but demand fhat nonadults not participate.
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he more precocious of the nonadults exprese the

precoe4,tyby engaging early?

'y cif ,churpe, agreed with this explanation. ut nat,everyone. 0-5-S

villa disagreed replied in this wayr Ki-ds don't shoot heroin-because ihair

_

mother takes aspirin, ar because they.See tranquilizers Overtised on TV.-

flamboyant display afthe farbidden which motiVates deViant

behavior It is the family.' When the falilylreaks damn InterpersonalLy, ,

then everything else-really.eamea aWaY., !lore than anythidg else,,norality

predicated on the relationship between the 'paten

ThéDiv±din Line Between Normal and-Deviant Behailior

.Then the discussion turned-re----the_point-at- Which normal "illegal"

behavior. become "devianel.behavior,Ae-ther it could-be-determided, or

whether agreement could be reached orreXactly where the dividing line lay,-

Normal adolescents, said one participant, should be defined as those mho.,

perform te the expectations that the community 'defines for adolescence,/

--But-what happens, said another participant, when the, communi-i:y lakes. a.

and. iniblic decision not tc; enforce laws, such-as marijuana laws?

Messages'for what i_ expected get all mixed u_ if laws are
--

forced selectIvely, or if one blames the community for -acts that an

coneciou

p t the

individual should-be resPonsible for then mho can be considered deviant

-To decide.what is normal, said another participant, we could dpproach

function-in at least tWo ways.

the docial..atructure,

_We-could assume that peraonality

it up as a dependent variable,and then

telpt to predict or account for it; or mm,6ould approach the subject

in a sort of ethnomefhodological fashion,.ask the manlin the street

what he thinks is normal and then decide for ourselves on the ',Asia

what.he says. 2 5



In suftr, there was no -losute on how.individuals lea n deviant
_

lbehavior, whether from TV, peer groups and from influenges in the gen-
,

eral society; or jhetherrom a weaknesf direction wfthin the family.

Nor was thare.3greement on hoW-to distinguish deviant behavior from

'normal. -For'except at tne extremes, all b(ehavior is subject to pop4lar,

ñorms,andñorms differ among dOmmunitie and, in all communitied norms
- .

thange ove tme The-only gen donolusiorefrom these questions

t
wodld, Je -that the disdussion de erved to be continued, for under-Standing

the dividing line between "normal" and "deviant" i iiportant;

Adoleadence Deve o.oent: A- Process of Staes?

AnOther disagreement had to do 714-whether.development of the ado-

lescent p oria ticould,be def ed i stages. OneAndividual beidH
.

,

that adolescende should be conceived as,a process in which a youth

passes throUgh three age's:. early adhlesdenEe7-in Which the most PreS§Ahg

cohfro tatlon is-with-the pyidal changes; middleall.olescendein -which,
-0

me psychological confrontation andlater disengagement occurs With

the'Parents;.and late adolescencein which the "who am._' and "what

I:doing here" questions are raisedi -After this third..phase,':thek;,

indiVidudl then has the capacity for intimacy,and-after that, then

e-engagement with parents. These stages hold-true for non-college

stu4ents though its,validity stems primarily from,middle class populations..

But et all -partidiOants agreed One _responded this Way: In_

reality li does notreallY Progress ln stages; This_last.stage for!,

example, h ,I'Who am

limited to youth.

tage, clearly questions like that ,are not

o am I," and "What doing;,here hre qdestiona

which peotde aak themselves throughout their lif
- .

Ames. AlsO,-the notion .

'oB%interdependence doesh t commence at adolescence, it begin
.4

at age zero. If '
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"
given a loom to operate,,a child of three can -ork like an adult; a child

nine can n money, sufficient enough to support siblings; and in effect

be a hea,&of household. Furthermore, the ultimate "stage"_doesn't have to

come at the pnd of adolescence, for I have seen a child of 12 struggle-

h the question,of intimacy.

, There we other objections to thia theory of growth stageS which

came, dIrectly, but as propospla of alternat ves. One,was'the theory

of_comp_ encies. What do we have, said,one pert that.will die-

tinguish 4-young child-frowan adolescent? According to stagee'theories,

at,the lower'end would be puberty, bUt d6n'twe allAnow teenagers who
7

a

have not begun to menstruate at age 16? I think, Ihe Participants con-
.

tinued, the probkem is for us to Locate new inaidatora at a soCial paycho-

logical level rather that rest our case whe.ther sexual development' has

begun. Another commented this way: Let the government wo ry about defini-'

tions,.for the goiernment has to 'be concerned lath policy, We in.the research'

communitY,should worry about " -ocessee.

But thi4 was not the
-

-1rd. Wou1dn't-1. be just as

arbitrary, was one rejoinder, to difterentiate by- cesses"?

Thus, he issue lay Unsettle = Though, agreement w ld be.reachedttht;
8

lOr'eXaMple, not all 16 year olds wert at the siie level of development,
,

agreement WAS Obtained a vhether a better cr±terLon mIght be by,

-"co: etency",t3r by 4stage." L.Jcer we will ta_ e this issue when we

-talk abodt 'policy in a later section entitled: "Final Notes: Conflicting

1

-_Criteria or Defining Adulthood."

2 7
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In marked contrast to the exchanges reported above was the

consensus over three separate issues: (1) the distinction between

ihe concept of "adolescence" and the concept of "youth," (2) the

prevalence of popular "myths" about adolescence, and (3) what we know to

"normal problems."be

Divergent Concepts: _Youth andAdolescence

One participant began by asserting that though the terms of "youth"

and "adolescence" ere often used interchangeably, they should not Lbe.

The concept of adolescence, he said, has psychological and physiological

origins, like the-research on puberty Or competencies; youth as a concept

ha more Social and,political connotations. When1;uropean social scientis s

speak of "youth" for example, they,do not necessarilY refer to teenagers,

but to a'pocial Or political entity,whose mPmbership includes many who

haVAlong since passed-adolescenCe. The age grouP,which..is now included

under the heading Of "youth'!_ranges between the ages of 10 And 30; the

age group withinthe range of adolescence is.far less broad.

Historically, "youth" Originated with the development of induatrial-

ization, Said one participant, and compared to the history of human life

on earth is very recent indeed. The size of:the class of individuals

called '(youth! is directly and inversely proportional to their demand in

..the labor market: ,the more the demapd, the lessthe number of youthl the

.'more the demand, the less they can be spared, and-the more pressure there.

is for thet to enter economic roles identical -in-adults. Furthermore,

said this same participant it is not surprising to find that support for,

compulsory'schooling and other rights and privileges rose in popularity:

the same tithe as. the Zealand for ad 1_ cent labor was diminishing.

2 8
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Then ceme a pa_ icular_y insightful observation. It is interestin-- said:-
4

ttlispartioipisnt,- that "youth" -are not Orily a result of the-industrial

revolution,.bu_ in terms of sfze of group

*

mestly a pfoduct of the post-World-.

War II generation, particUlarlY within the U.S. Only since the war have

significant proportions of the age cohOrt'been.able to attend post-

secondary educational institutions. Furthermore, "youth" is c-onsidered

a time in life when experimentation and exploration are high prierities..

Therefore, :it should not come as a surprise that with this first youth,

1

generat on now well integrated-into the highest reaches of our technocracy,

, :the age range of "youth" keeps tetting extended upward. Perhaps it

will -ultimately be defined as interminable. This upward extension of-

youth age range hashed the effect of expanding the value of expe imenta-

tion and ex:ploration into higher'and higher age and occupational ranges.

But ali efihis is dependen 'upon A'healthy economy, if there is ever

another general depreSsion, then those who are considered youth will

become coterminal with-those who are considered. adolescents. Thus, said

one individual, we don't simply observe youth as e category in the

life cyCle. We create it, just as we create many other-social categories

that we place ourselves

-Popular Myths Concerning Adolescence
---7 _

The second point of concurrence had an even more pronounced effect,

The subject-was adolescence "myths". Specifically,- the central objection,

seemed to:be over the popular myth that adolescence was a period

of ineviteble and special "storm and stress " or that youth were "elienated."

T- understand adolescence. better, said one-participant, we will-have to

explore all the-stupid as umptions about it,,especially those-that say

that it-is-the no-man's land between Childhood end'adulthood. This is.

2 9
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a horrible concept. Who is in no-man's land? There is something very.

specific aboht adole cence as part of the life cycle,,,to be Sure. But

,
when we look at what adolescents have in common, it isn't all storm and

rstregs. it isn't all sterotype.

Another participant was even more poignant. We have, he said, on

the one bind a basic contradiction between the literature on adolescence

which wouldnot support a universal storm and stress ideology, and the

popular media and government agencies on the other. Perhaps we should

turn the issue around'and ask why it is that adults in the press and in the

government are so eager to cons_ e these kinds of messages. Is it because

.of an economic fear? Perhaps the hostility towards adolescents is a

problem worth invstigating in itself.-

-Nor, in'a third participant's mind, was there much doubt about who

to blame for the distortions, ofnformation. Much of the alienated,

youth image she said, has been perpetrated by.Federal funding policies.

Social scientists have been funded, to investigate problems in an attempt

,to,deal with what was perceived as a drisis situation So much of the:

funded research has:focused on deviane, nther than normality. So, to imprnve

the quality of adolescence research, we -shoul 9 t o things: 1) try

and determine that which encompasses nortal adoleseenCe,' and (2 clean

up, our own house in terms of what we,focus upon.

Prable__ in. Adolescence Which axe Normal

Lastly, there was a sense of agreeMeht that every stage in the life

cycle contained problems,. problems whIch were-not crises, but7which occur-ed

lly. -Therefore,

intervention.

o way 'did fhe normal,problems call for public

The _qhestion then was whaX were they.
, _
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.
There were several:respnnses. One came out Of a comparison'between indus-

trial and non-Industrial societies. It was poiqedsout that in non-industrial

societies, the notion of autonomy which today we think typifies adulthood

only possessed by those we would characterize as "elders," the very

oldest, the very wisest, and the most notable. For other adulta,4t was

normal to spend all the rest of the years in,preParation for that autonom

and while in Preparation, having the kind of relationship to:authority

which we.would today think charadteri.zes adolescence. Thus the impli-

cation was that in other societies being "in preparation" f autonomous'

decision-making occurs over most of one's lIfetIme. And therefore', to-

be in a state of p-eparation should hardly be looked upon as abnormal

for our children, or to be considered 'problem" requiring intervention.

Other normal problems which we e mentioned ere the fellowing: (1)

prelbriged financial dependence and-a natural desire for some independence;

(2) distance-from a- tructure of-power;-(3) the pro ess of moving out .

the legal status presently occupied and into another.

ff

.As one participat put it: All of these are normal problems. This

means that no matter what level of inte vention is conceived they cannot

be avoided. It is normal for nonadults to feel that they would like to

end their financial dependence, that they would like to become decision-
,

make (especially over their own destiny), and also to:feel

unsettled during the process of becoming adults. But this iaa normal

part of growing up,

3 1
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SESSION IV

uestion: _

Legislation, research policy, and program directions with respect to

)reartg children Are all heAvily,andconsistently influenced by the research

andA:development.community. Is the same equally true with respect to ado

lescence?' .If not, what steps might yoLusuggest as appropriate to amalga-

mate adolescence research Concerns and to communiCate them?



'the Lack Of Adolescente Res _tch Representation

One thing became obvious to the participants right from the
Z)

.-beginning in this ess1oh, and that was the lack of representation of

A j

pie adolescence research community within government. It also

quickly became obvious that this was due to one reason more than any other:

the fact that there was no adolescence resear-h Community organized.

Certainly there were organizationa concerned with probletainvolving

young people. But these lobbies rarely had an interest in promoting research .

beyond their particular problem. As one individual put it: Whervit comes

.to legislation iu.the aree'of youth aomehow normalcy,or "the developmental

%dee really has-ne lobby at-all. The delinquency- people-haVe a 161by.

-The runaway people'have a lobby, the service people and the adolescent

pregnancy people all have lobbies. But where is the lobby which would

encourage the research and programs to bring about understanding of normal

development? the central concern of these "problem lobbies," is, by definition,

to solve a problem. But their particular problem, though serious, may

in fact involve a very 'small portion of.young people. By comparison,

the processes Of socializing the young, a problem which affects everyone,

goes comparatively unattended and unreprese ted.

The reason f or the lack of-adolescence research organization was

al o clear, and was%clearly stated. Said oneTarticipant: .-r7think it. is

worth laying on the table _hat.weall know. Aa researcher have back--

grounds which place & premium on individual autonomy, elcepticism, 4nd

entrepreneurship.

time,-1 think most

share these concerns and these values. At the same

.

us are aware of the real problems-which are associated

with fragmentation, with maintaining diffuse:interests Perhaps th-time

is right for some cdrmeotrsted,activity which, if nothing else, would organize

an on-going Intellectual exchange focused around adolescence _esearch.
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'Five otherparticipants reiterated similar themes, and though each

concluded that there should be some organization to adolescence research,

they reached that conclusion from different routes. :For this reason,

would be worth presenting7a.summary of their opinions. They were as

follows:

1. I see a lot of sense in all the theories which have come up at

this Workshop, but somehow we must beOn to form policy. We need to bridge

the methodologies of the social and behaVioral dciences, and maybe together

with the expertise of the clinician, we can begin.

2. tell yo_ I think,We have-been on a very discouraging course.

Children and youth, and:yoUth especially, have had an awfully hard time

in ge ting any kind-of recbgnition in the Federal goVernment. I would

.,-,certainly.1ike-to see a structure developed which would react better to-

the needs aroUnd children and youth in a way that fits what I think are
. .

the researehmeeda. But:I do not seo that coming from pressure within

.government I-can only see it occurring as a result -of pressure from the out-

side.

Once there was a very strong unit 'fin the Federal gover- ent celled

-the Children Bureau. It had the ear-of the President which wao Very

rare because few could get that close. At the time -it was effective and

was a factorsover the years for children. Now I wish we had_units'which

were using the term youth or adolescence prominently because-otherwise
a

the focus will be on children and be interpreted as Meaningyoung:dhild en.

4. 'The Federal government in both ser#ice and research efforts

I

should-continually scrutinize the rationale for lumping children and

youth together to be sure It is not overdone or-inappropriate.



Since youth is rarely a live:category in university budgets-

. and .youth research-is a fragmented activity, I-think we can all agree that

we need some way to speak.,for a group with respect to youth research.

This wouj.d be doing veryone a se_ ic including the larger society. We

should find some form,-some organization to do:this. Whether it is in or

out of gover_ ent, whether we have agreement on methodological issues

(even disagreements can be productive), is really less important than

having people=±n this field beiLg able o keep each other aware of where

the most ubstantive-work is going.

-Objectione to an Adolescence Research Orggnization'

_T- ails subject of arvadoiesdence research organization, t'objections

were raisedt one was answered, one was not.- The more controversial

the two (at least among-thode presena was the issue of.whether or not

adolescence deserved.to be separated out frc
.
_ the-study: of early childhood,

from-middle age, frqp growing old-, 1,-_.fact, whether adolescence-could.

be understood WithoUt Also studying its relationship with all-other phases

of-th life7cycl ,We should not coneider adolescence as an age date-

gory separate from other age 'categories; said one participant; it only

encourages urinece-dry competition and artificial distinctiona. Logically

adolescence is OnlY one stage in a life cycleof

and research should be allocated in that contex_ ith that underStanding,

problems and policies,

thout competition between life 4cle.phases.

This view was.answered by Lwo individUals one-who pointed to the

legitimacy of specialization: another who,poin ed out that there were

differences between approaches-to research polidy, and approaches' to

progrAm policy;

,.etsvitrelete

_
Said the first: No one- should lose sight.of adolescence

other, categories of the life -pan, b _ thisehould not



mean that one cannot take one par_ of the life span and be especially

'concerned with it. For instance, the senior citizen haa recently been

studied more Andwe haVe creased our knowledge and understanding from

that sPecial focus. The same is true for early childhood.- it definitely

is part of the life- cycle'but neVertheless, we have fodused=upon it

because we wanted_to understand it better. I think the study' of adolescence

worthy of similarly concentrated attention.

The second.participant phrased her comment in the following manner:

Research,- she aid,- canlegitiiately concentrate upon age categories,

but similar specializations in programs is more_dif justify,

Adventure hae been suggested as being beneficial fo ng people to

a
hav Bu there is such a thing-as adventure for old people or for

families Perhaps other groups deserve adventure or parks or whatever

jupt as much as_youths; Therefore, when Making -services available,2

we should perhape structure it across other dimensions and -0 -reduce the

-- potential for alternative groUps viewing themeelves as neglected.

The second objection to an organization rep esenting adolescence .

research was coneerned not with the faet that At may be-unnecessary, pr

-too diffuse, or too redundant of similar activity, but that it didn't

go far enough; As two participanis contended, the main problem of ach eying

access to policy wae the lasek\of respect attributed to.all social

science. Said one: Many decision-makers are not social scientists and

cannot be expeeted to independently interpret for themselves all the

varieties of information coming out oraur work. If we had a consortium,
_

like the one under discus ion a moment age, should one of its functions

be to recommend relative_researeh efforts.? A moment-I don't:believe

the research community heavily Iigienceo legislation, research policY,



program dired ion. I question that. I think, that the social scientist

is usually discounted and that decisions usually are made on the basis of

values.

Said another: One indication of how under-represented the adolescence
.

research,co_ unity is in:public policy is to look at the make-Op of the
,

President's Science Advisory Committee. This committee is organized sithi-

larly to the Council on Economic Advisors, with a five-person council.

The best reports indicate that these five individuals will include two

physicists, a physical chemist,'a'mathematician, and:probablyua microbiolog st,

if that person ia very micro., Now this has some:Very real import and

perhaPs_We'should be concerned not just with the under7represen ation of

the adolescence research community, but With all social sciente.-

In sum:the general feeling among the.participants was that there was

.a role to be played by an adolescence research community, a " ommunity"

'which, 13y all=accounts, was presently unorganized. In part_ the lack of'

impact on the part=of adolescence researchers could be attributed to the

lack of actount given to thesocial sciances in generalto the,tendency.

form lobbies only around particular probleMs, and to the reward structure

among researche-_ for independence of: thought, and independence of statu-e.

Nevertheless; it was agreed that somehow these obstaeleS ought'to'be over-

come.- We can-learn two things from the group on-aging, said one individual,
NL:

-
for they have made g eat :advances in demythologizing -the Press successfully,

and in organizing themselVes in other ways.
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If one were,to bring farmers to Washington,and ask them what the

role of the Federal government should be with respect 63 farming, it'

would net be surprising to fin& the ones invested in soy beans asking for

more assitance and support for their crop, the'lilk producers for their

-product, and the co _ producers fin theirs. One might expect

would want the'governMent to.do

all

for agriculture ingeneral, but

podsible- for their investment ln particular.

This did not occur aMeng adolescence researchers. Though we had

_expectations to the contrary, the 1:)rticipants did not in any singl

minded way, call for support'and recognition of their particular subject..

areas, nordidthey, in blanket terms,' califor more adolescence research

activity. Among a few, in fact, there was some suspicion over the research

role of'the-state,(in the abstract),,and no assumption that more youth

sztiVity sponsored bypublic'institutions was the efore p66itive.

A healthy debate took place over what pogi ive roles the federal

government-could play, and issues fell into t._ distinct categories. One

category dealt with theore'tical policy, called Youth Policy; a

second dealt with practical reforms in the procedures for funding-

research, as well-as the synthesi- and dissemination of information.

You" Policy

'IBrina.up the subjec_ of Youth Policy and citizens will often say

government -should do "A" or "B." Not so among this group. The first thought

'that came to mind were precedentc I i the abuse of power in socializing young

people. 'SOMA expresSed the, entiment that government should havene=policy,

àr'that it shbuld haVe a diversity of policies, but not just One, If -e



are to consider a national policy with respe Cto youth, said one cboler

then we should remember'two_things: that unlike the. old Nazi idea, it
\

=should not be one mov,ement, but secondly and in contrast, it should pr vide

4

the wherewithal to encourage diversity. It is this diversity which is a.

teuchctone of this country,', and its excitement.

,Perhaps.the encouragement Of diversity was what a second individ-
.

,

had in Wind when he suggeated that a successful'Youth Policy should be

broad enou

carry it to

4k.
But even it a Youth POlicy is no

ere equity considerations involved i

than adults Said one participanti There ia

1

for it.to have an prientatiOn, but not specificenough to'
, 0 .

therefore any youth pclidy. ould only exaeerbate .differences between adult

nonadult populations. Treating nonadults differently; like the juvenile

or oppressive, still there .

adolescents 'differently,

ional'adult

justice cystem has both positive and negativeimPlicatiOns. On the one

hand, it can protect; on the other hand it can expect behavior, 'from one

population which_isn't expected from another. The question is whether youths .

should be under closer scrutiny than adults.

Threeladditionaljauggestious were made vis A vis a National_Youth,

Policy, one had do with age segregation , _a second with normal urge

such a s the search-for adventure, a Oird with the need to improve the

quality-of deb te on adolescence, ill -sum rize each_ in- turns

Taking reference from the-Panel On 1.611th:end other reports which.conclude

thaC tollay'eadolescent is'more-segregated by age group, one__Parcicipant sug

gested that problem ,ahould be one addressed hy a National Youth Policy=
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Re said

=

should be that of segregation, not segregation in its traditional iacial

but segregation in terms of many necessary.,experiences:

this way: one'problemwhiah youth'policy should consider

segregation _ the very old, _ the very young; from the very sick; as

well aa-from those of diffarent. ultures values and statuses. One objec-
_

'tive a youth policy should be ta.encburage a _diversity of experience

and so break these enclaves of culture, age and class. The.ultimate objec-

ive should be to facilitate development not the remediation, of specific

problems

Another concern was that theri'lbe same-way to deal- with-normal.ado-
,.

lescence urges, such as the need to seei challenge and adventure. Said

this participant: There are normal urges i all adolescent for example,

the urge for adventure. A nationaLpolicy,should, encourage Young.people

to. eek adventure.

you people If national policy simply means' that we are supporting

positively.s- e of these urges instead of tw1isting youth behavioi, then

national. policy.

The issue of sponsoring access to aventure as part of a national-pol cy

should.encourage exchanges batween populations of

'dreNirthe criticism referred to in repo ng session IV, that 'while a pplicy

.,,to.encouragespeaiali4ation.in-researc seemed altogether reasonable,. s

.

,policy to eneourage the specializatiOA of services seemed far moreAifficUlt

-to justify. Furthermore, one individual went on to say that he didn think

.actu Ily had anon0 knowledge ta establish a national pollcy toward youth

service but that we did know enaiigh to astablish cone toward.youth research..
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last c-mment having to do with a national youth

policy. Nevertheless, this last tomment served to ameliorate the problems

people had_differentiating program policy and research policy.and to

summarize the general sentiment with,respect to role of government.

Onerole, .said this part _ipant, whtch thegovernment..should help to

PlAY, ie,to help improve,the quality, of pUblie debate,on adolescence.

There isno 'other stage in the life cycle so much at the mercy of the
,

mass media. 'Tt is very difficult to pick up a Sunday paper or magazine

in-any 'part of the'co y which doeiint have-some kind of artitie that

:purveys a set of myths about adolescence, not the least of which is

the"storm and, strest" ideology, or the Assumption of, non7pluralism,

. non-diversity and great, conformi ye. Someho- there has,been A:need'fot

stereotype adolescence in terms of a very.few very narrow-

mythological categories and it seem

tasks to be done here.

be that there are somA educational,

Ip_Aeifions Cover -nt Centers for Disse±n
and. Improving Fund ng Procedures

What.the government could do to-"improve thedebate" was a subject

-
for considerable discussion Some suggested :that there should he high'

quality centers for the di setination of research and analysis, others

suggested that_the goVernment should sponsor research orkshops on

particular issdes or that it regularly help publish.a Aeries of research'

,

sYnthesea. The diacusaion progressed in thiA,way. One participant said'

the following: There arA two things which bothered me with -mope

the federal tole, and I think other -eople are aware of them. One-

-the tremendous fragmentation and the Ayemendous gaps with reference to



those research products once they are sent batk to government The

econd is_that there ought to be a special, vernment institution or

the collation and eynthesis _f research,knowledge On ado--

Perhaps:this Could join on a Consortium basis with

pthet centers in the priVate sect& and get together on cou

think a .consortium at least could do something toWar

-making the.researeh enterprise itself more produative by exChanging_

information, exchanging faculty, and doing some mutual planning. That

process in its.awn right would be sufficient to .warrant the development

of a èonsortit.

Another participant agreed. What we do need,% she said are a

series Of oh-going research centers fbt keeping tabs on what Is normal,

like the social indicators put ourby the National Center for health.-

-
Statistica, surveys .which have ell-chosen probability-samples and a good

source-of research data;

A thi-d participant suggested this : Perhaps government couldoerve
N

the public interest b'y sponsoring serie of workshops people who

write about adolescence in the media, -or. for those who 7itejegislation

concerning adolescence The task should be to rid legi lation of

myrhologY and to dedramatize, to deconflictualize peeplels understanding,

of the adolescence era..

But these cinters workshops and research sYnthesps Sugge :ed did,

not paas

there Is a value-free synthesis of-research is a myth. But some emphasis

might be placed upon those studies- in which the investigato 's conclusions

were Opposite from his. hypotheses. Syntheses might be made simultaneously

There are ways to overcome the

ithout reservation; Said one participant: . The idea:that:

by individuals of dive gent views.

ptoblems of bias; 4rj
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,And a second participant demurred in this way: &consortium is ay

idea- only if,it is, research-oriented and if the priMary focug

at this stake of the game is research . If it has anything.to cr6 with

- iSoCialjpolitidal thingp _ gay forget it I know for ,example,- that

the Ameritan Society for Adolescent Psychiatry pulled out of the

National Coordinating Council for Children and Youth becau e participation

simply wasn t worth it They just argued among themselves and there

was just nothing concrete that came out of it.

.-
..There were als0 prattical suggestions made'which,had to dof_ith

,procatIural mattets puch as the process of funcUng research. In any

cussiOn of the relationship of the adolesc nce, research cOmmunity

the federal goVernment, said one participant,- the subject of

government procedures must be raised. 'There are too many-contraCts and

not ennugh grants; there is toO little bidding which is genuinely coil-

petitive: too _uch wiring; and too fast due dates and hurried procedures

to Alp sn honestAbb.

, The balance between contract and-sfant research arrangements was

the stimulus for someone -else's concern iaid'this indii)'idual I am

.disturbed by the fact that the grant synterns under. attack. -More and

.more research ia_1,et out by means of contractè This increasingly

concentrates the decisions for both the direction and the administration

_f research into the hands of ssmaller number rof people. think the
. I )

adolescence research community Should have\more_of-S role in taking

the responsibility for deciding what-is most useful and .relevant.

4 4



But the partidiPants did not naively view the lack_ of competition
_

- .

the lack of direction from the -professional community as a problem solely

made by -poo stration in the Federal Agencies sponsoring research.

one participant p t it: xespeet. to the- lack of co_ on .one SOurce
.

of the problem lies' in Congress-.

authorizing legislation as t

tain categories

Too often restrictions are -put into re
-

can bid what percentages. ust go to car-

institutions; or in what amount to certain georaphIcal 71

Iodations. In no way do alljl_roblems of getting pdor research

Agency rese rch administration.

onsibilities the -Research Commun

,More:-than

lie ln Federal

aid that these indlvjduals,

each with yested interests in government :research ac ivity, were fair

:

about their, own rdspoñsibilties to their colleagues, and tp the wider
,f

public eommunity'. For example, one said- that when ustifying -the need

for research we scholars need to be clear about what we mean hy the word

"utility." Publid support _for research i s clearly related to our being

-
able to demonstrate that knowledge can ,be used to help people. This can

range all the way from our understanding normal developMental processes

and developing toler ace for understanding- up to -specific programmatid

V

designs. I think no atter where we stand on the extent of utility

,thete .is room for all of us .to- agree on this: that there-should be some

demonstrable outcome of our

informed about .

that the public or government ought t- be



Research" has been abused and in so many Ways that woUld

seem easy to be antaggnistic to expressierd of optimism abbut its impact.

Nevertheless, even among these veterans .--there_was optimism and

an optimism worthy .of

wee-

our attention.- Said one individual: There is-one

more myth that-maybe we should not-appreciate and that i heeupposed

lack of effedt

had a fas

eal:11.:effot,-or,pf-meetings like this one i,haVe

nating e*perience being able to follow the movement for the

much frotthe otart -. havegone-to these meetings-retirded-citizen'pretty

-and have seen people come away unhappy and diesetisfied-thinking they .

really-didn i:getriudh-done, and Yeti have aeen fentastid comMitments .

being,Made. and likresbeinggreatly altered, as a result --t enly of what

.

reseirdhers have done but:alsnas a result of meetings ilke this.

_wprry that if We say something unáriglnal we have failed; but redundancy

itselfris-not-necessarily bad We wor y.that nothing,gets dieseminated;

yet I dan show you lives that have been 'changed that have

. result of ideas, methods, processes and prppositions that were found in

a-iitbiature:which supposedly nobody ever 'uses from studies that Were

supposedly gathering dust somewhere . It is.snid that individual psycho-

logically channel their behavior beseclupon' their anticipations .

my:anticipations-belie been altered-here and I'm not sure whoee idea I

ill-steal and implement'but I assure you, I have some skill in these
,-

tera and where T-come from there will besome commitments of resources

that-might not-otherwise have been made as a result of whet I have

4 6



Another_participant expressed his feelings about the day-and-a-

half- Workshop, and .concluded that it had been particularly meaningful .

subjective to be sure, but one not isolated from

what was felt by others. He saidjt. this way: I atryingtosdrt Out. .

ammebt on what had happended at this meeting. Before

coming .1-knew.that them would be a-whole bunchof differen

from dIfferent Institutions and that we ___ight have a chance

helot Of different ideas and concepts BUt-that itielf.i

:people

play tennis

:rather like Jello and hard to hang onto and I had no idea what Might

really come out of-sachAthing. Not'4 at the end when I Sit back And--

think_about being-here. for a day And_a half in terms Of processe-wbere.
. .

we went--I think I.would conclude that maybe we did get.some place.

At least I know some natata and faces that are similar to me In a 1

YoU_know.we belong t' 27 or 33 different organizations and are,.

probably overammitted as it is to meetingsi etc.- The idea of having--

another hurts. But even after knowing this I agree, I think we should

get it together.

linally, one other individual summed.up his-feelings in thi

We can learn corn our experience hdre; one thing that

be,said f-- our,governMent is that it is one of thd few in the world

arranges o organiathe opposition!
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-ADOLESCENCE RESEARCH OPINION AND NATIONAL YOUTH POLI-
WHAT WE KNOW AlID WHAT WE DON'T KNOW

.This sectIon headIng s a mIsnomer, for it sóften true that to

confirm the

know.

that we do not know something is t ate a-new fact that

fl our opinion, to Iind out and o admit that there is. something "we

don!c.know" is just as important a goal as to find out and to reach agree-

ment.on vihat e do know. So we have no apologies foi-the subjects oh

the questions for which_ e h -e no answers .

ith-Respect to Rights and Privileges.
-Vs._Ohli ations andJte

as unanimity that healthy adolescence development -should contain

'both elements, that these lements-should be balanced and that this balan6e

was.highly specific with respect tp age, tompetence and community norms..

To be tonsidered-..a community, whether it be family or nation, there

have to be some basic,- agreedupon tenet If there are none, then:

-the, camMunity will teaSe to funttion as a community
_ .

We do not know whether age or tompatentiis the more accurate criterion

gtanting-privileges br-mspOnsibilities. Nor dowe know-if competenc,e_.

function of getting older, or wbethei the community haa to provide

these experience before a competency can develop.

-ot yet know whether adults, derive their -sense di-
. ,

Fnr example,_we do

esponsibility from

having had the power to-make decisions for themselves as youths, or whether

adult responsibility results from qatching responsible adults from within

non-decision-making roles as. youths. The difference' dcial, and the

lack of consensus on this issue is one.exaMple of something e_don't know

bacoming n itself, something-we do.

4 8



is dilemma is not-likely to be solved, for clearly the e is no

simple answer. Young people need to experienc-making decisions for
-

themselves, but young peoplecalso_ need social constraints What we do

-know is that they-need both.- What-we don't know is in what balance, and

for whom. These are questions which)the research -cOMMunitY can help elu-

cidate by virtue of atudyfng precedent but.questions-whiah the-cotmnnity
. _

needsk decide by v tue- of. philosophy.

With Respeetto.NorMal Adolescence

An derstanding was reached that, most adolescents develop in ways

that-a e not:deviant,-hOeveeone defines the term devia Most ado--

-lescents reach adulthood withont having entered the juvenile justice

sytem tient having- run-awayjrom home, and withont hiving p ythologi6el

trauma sufficiently'serious-to be defined'as "mentally.at risk.!

There was.a,unanimous concern for normal adolescents, they are

and how they develop. And the a genuine fee1ini3 that as a topic,

-adolescence-has been subjected to pronounced amoUnts of mythology, to

-misrepresentation and to social prejudice; that many of these myths

-

look upon adolescence as a period of nniversal "storin stress, and

alienation ' and that the perpetration of-these myths has been exacerbated
_

by local and Federalsovernment agengies .

Thusige know--that despite current waVes
_

about drugs,

-;vioIence, sex., na-empl_ymept, anomie or parental conflict, normal

incidence is not as bad,as what ii feared: The need for an intelligent'

:f
-and balanced.perspective was so pronounced.on'this particular'issue, that '

e-believe the_subject deserves to be thought:ont clearly, and perhaps

youth development ategiea retooled accordingly



what behavior'.

-formula for

to decide precisely what behavior is normal and Precisely.,
-

deviant is not eaSy, and the truth is-that there is no simile

oJollo 'Public opinion may differ from research opinion,

and-research, opinion may differ

at which,a given dc '. teases to be within the range of normal- and permis

from adVocate opinion, The exact-point

able, and at whAch,it entera the.deviants--_ _

misaable, is note Subject of consensus.

But ftdmthe discussionst this Workshop, We do know thia mUch; that-7'

there are certain problems sf adolescence which-are normal problems and

ia and-therefore becomes Wiper-

which should not-be consideted:deviant;
#

being. "in preparation' for adulthood are horMal. -These can-include-

For:example, the problems

__nancial dependence and distance from -a-structu -'of power, Furthermore,

'.the-value of knowing that thest-and other.problems Occur normally, pre-

ed to eliminate then through intervention efforts, and saves
,

for adolescence problems mo e amenable to amelIoration.

With Res e- o the InCluence of. he School

_ discusaions it became evident.that schools, as diverse

y.be, do expose,young peäple.to-the norms of work and authority.

The_ oohs scteristics may'he -in quantities which are oVerabundant,,or
-

;

ent,-depending upon the exaMple and .upon one's perSonal credo.--uff is

:Furthetm Ia evident that schools- serve both Manifest -and latent

functione-,.but that for many populations and particularly middle dais
. ,

-

populations (regardless of ethnid background) the.school performs sur
.

-prisingly well This-sPinion,. it was



With-Respect to Youth Policy and
_the Role-of the.Federal Government

-Individuals.held, trong views on these issues, but there were four

eas-of'donvergence the need to understand adolescence better and there-

e the- need.to-both'see it in relation to other tages- of life but.

'ciAlize attention on.lt;-the prevalence of pcipular myths about

olescence which deserve to be expoSed as. ,sudhf the 'belief. that:divAr-
,

sity-and pluralism are not only abundant but laudable; and finally,- that

the most creative role that government can,play is orie of"fadilitator"

.these areas of agreement-were summarizei
-I
-1 ,e

the participants In part, she'said this; that when it comes

..for.intaligent debate.

ideas.

In. fact

e will.never know the finalthing, but I think we have reached

aie.consehaus here about four issues, andthey are these;

1 We all agree
I

that- adolescere is one part of a normal geneyal

_life cycle Arirodess. B t -t the sa e time, there is nothing wrong wtth

looking aCpa
. ,

a

2.
,

We all agree that there are.an enormoue number _Df mythe floating

udd abogt- adolescence (for instance that the family is falling apart),

that our job is to check into these myths, and if possible play a role

'in co ecting Oem with the general public. .I think that we had basic

disagreat-nts over Approach

plurali

but that is a aedondary ue.

hink.we all agree-, and we all say 'yes" o,the fact that

and diversity exi

it ought 0 be

4. I have

kind of things we

uraged.

and that:it "good,".and in terms of poi

earned"a lot-bout the role.of'governmentliere, the'

ometimes-forget,. I don't ever want to see politics
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laid on us and have a terrible fear of.dictators. But here I

optimistic and excited, fOr I think we can ag ee ab ut seeing the governten

role as-that of a facilitator.

F.

think we dro going to.have to thirik about'

. Perhaps -it means to facilitate' communidations among govern-

-ment units; I never realized hdw many nnit- are dealing with youth.

ean I knew_about it; but it 'becomes ntensifi6d When.you sit here'.

facilitator role4,howeVer interpreted, would b_ poSitiva one.'

Aftdr thinking -oVer the exchanges .at thia Youth Research Workshop

three.hrief additiorial notes io present with _respect

s%how a community might decide who copes under.a youth policy. The

cond suggests a modest reform to publicly.supported researth. The third

advances two specific the es which should be included in afuture reearch

Who COmes-Under a Youth Policy: Conflicting Criteria fo_ Definin

Since the environment of each age 'group is different some suggesl

that-adolescent rights and obligatiOns should ba-alocated on the basis of age

-Categories, with eaCh year impbring an increment of so e kind. On, the other

hand, age-differences may be significant for one behavior or activity, And

not-another. Decidingwhich individual is more responsible,

concept of' responsibility, ranging over the following:. finances information,

--I

control.. So others sUggeat that we allocate rights and
,

-obligatins not on the. basis of age,.but on the basis of Competency at handling

one of these reapOnsibilicie Nevertheless-, the depth to this complexity can

_be illustrated if weremindourselved that there are many "adults"'who are

'-espOnsible in Any ,these categories of 'compeitence .

.52
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ap one_participailt put it a "--- itency-, cannot be scientifically=

determined,'almost,any kind of .job can be'done in'some :other wAy-and.

.!
4

competencieS achieved by some othdr method."-'. Policy requires,a'uniform cri,

ion; fair to everybody, and hot subject to vast ranges of interpretation.,
,

So in allocating responsibility, communitiedare faced wit6 a dilempa; the--

:f competencies is inadeqnate for their use'in'-definition:and mpasurem

folicy, but more unifo iteris, such as ogei is inadequate in scien ific.

In decidinglor wham A policy should apply, Perhaps we-should revert to

utilizing obvious demarkatiops, such as legal age parameters. For howeve

inadequateother:age.categories may be for explaining the!activities'of a given

individual, the fact is that all individuals live under the- rule of lAw,and

-
eXample, those under a given age are not allowed,to legally make'

certain decisions Independent of-adult sponsorship. So iu ehe future

when-gearinesoCial POlicy to "dependent" childrdn, legal aga can be

-

:ful for defining what we mean by depeddbnt, fpr it has be aviotal impli-
.

ionu which ate, in point of fact, universal.

Proactive Rased ch.- -.Cnrrdnt

lescence containt inherent pa
:

spon 'hip. Popular pressure builds.up to
4

tialities tesultine,

red research on ado -..

its processes of

lve" whatever

%perceived as a Crisis; legislation is sponsored which

branch of the Adthiniatration to_discover the'probleth

.andsoldtions; And subsequently funds may or may not

Funding Will frequently dependupon the perceived ldVel

Currently

ndates one or another

valance cause

allocatedcto it.

crisis,.and.



this .can creat,_ sure on the responsible research branch to magnify

pr_valence., this_prOcess has oCcurred with .respect to problems of

A
dtug use, adolescent Pregnancies, schdol_dreopouts and teenage

. . - .

independent from each, other. -From this process emerge three
_ .

First, the amount-and nature'of the research sponsored which is-effect_

.partial
-

deviantbehaVior, Second, this process hinders the search for

_common cauaes while it diVides. proble

.administrative organization; ThIrd,

-effort,: divide

according to short-term pressure and

' style elicits duplication f

:aupPort (e ' drug Vs. runaway-behavior s the most

. ptesaing problem), and'theref e wastes 'resources.

,Instead cansideration shoUldbe given conductin res6arch "p.ro

actively "-rather than maintaining this traditional pyoce "reactive

research.'-' PrOactiv research might do things

behaviors

-differently in t ,ways:

shodld attempt tp,systematically investigate the linkages art_tizm problem

and secondly, it;should,, at the same time, investigate the linkages

'among normal behaviors. A proactive approach would net ignOreyalid and

not all runaways are drug users'or vice

_

.vefsa) Arid simplistically assume single causes for diverse phenomena .

.What proactive research would do; however,: is to investigate whether corm

common,solUtions do exist; it would spend a reasonable amount

6riergy investigating:why and hiiw'young people are socIalized into,

becoming healthy aduls. Simply put, proactive esea ch would attempt-to

tand-the processes cif adOlescence, to help the socialization

; hood however Possible but most importantly, to take steps ultimately

ptevent prob e

research

_ Over'the next 'decade which through traditional reactive
_

planning, wouldn't have been anti,cipated.
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3. A Research Agenda for az Future\

One purpose of this Workshop wag\to help generate a futu 0 direction'

\

you h research. BuL several element e whiCh were introduced at the Workshop should

-be mentioned by way,of an lntKoduction. First, a research agenda should never

pUrsue am idea in which there is no genuine question. Admittedly, no research

pr researcher is separable from perSonal preconceptions and commitments Never--

theless, a research agenda should not be organized around a theme :to which all
i

. ;

.

participants know the answer, nor should that theme-contain the simplepurpose-

of 6nerating
/

.SecOnd, 4 research agenda should be specific enOugh theoretically so that

it h-- intellectual cohesiieness.. But no theme, shOuld be so specific that

it is destroyed by disputed elements, or so microscopic so as not to engage

a wide variety of participants, i.e.: so as nOt to "carry it to port." Fpr:

example, the:change in the mean age _f'puberty should not be a theme/for a

research agenda on 'youth. That theme wouldjail, not for lack of a clear,

problem', but for the leek of genuine political participation.

. Third, one of functions of any governmentsponsored research agenda

should be to raise the quality of the public debate. This is not to imply

that only through the government can discussion be intelligent. Clearly that is

.tiot the case. Wha: this ,implies is that for the most part, the debates:over

important themes in youth research arediffuse, are spread throughoUt academic

journals and confOrehtes widely separated by-time and by the financial ability
_

to travel.

This could be-overcome by government. One function.of any research agenda

should be to-sponsor,public forums,-Or"science courts" for verr'specific

isstes in adolescence research. ough debate, where sides genuinely differ,

researCh agenda can come- to sorn valid Conclusions, and-program policy,bene7--

endations which are carefully constructed.

5 '0
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Themes,for a Research Agenda

-From this Workshop,ftwo themes seem to have emerged which meet the cri-

teria for.a viableiresearch agenda; one has to do with rights and obligations,

the second -has to do with the natio' of community. Both issue's are teal, and

tap the commitments of a multitude of researchers, professionals, politicians,

and the publie. /Both contain genuine questions and are not issues which need

supporting evidence in order to justify a new idea for a progr: Both con-
/

tain-elemehts whia are debatable, which lend themselves to Oublic attention,

and which deservecto be elevated and facilitated.by government .

wIlicbiiationsWh_anchen.
This theme is eternal, but the fact that it would be unreasonable to

expect a siMple answer does not ih-any way deny the need for answers to.elements

Within 1- Let us illustrate by giving two examples.

:(a) We know for a fact that even in the most,compromining

milieus,

we also

"inner-city"

the majority of adoleSents in school are notorferrorists". Furthermore,
r

1

;to su h a point that those who wish t_ learn cannot.. Whenever these two assump-

i ,

tions ertain,!then the question to bi raised by society

that social disruptions inn. classroom cancome to be tolerated

Is when and under what

., !

circums al:ices/the minority should be confronted with theii\social obligations;

\t

-Ns

(even ii it plies_dlassrooM exclusion) and when and under ;hat circumstances

the righb,bf the majority to learn should be protected.-

(b)

nancie

the gen

adult woman now has the right of control over her own body, And pregf

can beterminated under specified conditions On the other hand, dpsylte

al'diffusion of control delAces, the rate _Uadolescent,pregnancies

llas increased dramatically. The question is thist does the teenage pregn-

n / ve the Same rights sc an adult p-egnant wOMAn? Whether the ans- to
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this is yes or no, there is a.second question, does an adolescent'have the ,

right to family planning irrespective of-parental opinion?

Under the broad theme of rights and obligations would fall many other

issues discussed at this Workshop: how to define deviancy; whether to treat

adolescence differently from youth; if it is iore.rnean1ngful to allocate responsi-
-_-

bility by virtue of having reached a "stage, by having deMonstrated a partiCular

competence, or by virtue of attaining a certain age. Within this discussion

too.lies the ultimate question to be faced: whether society should give kids

powe , or whether society should not give kids power, and under-what circum-

stanceS; _whether and under-what circumstances society should provide kidS with

more privileges,,and whether and-under what circumstances society should make

more demands upon them.

2. Notion.of Community

CoMmunity is a much-uSed word.. It has a-peared in edUcation "Community-

controlled"), in the planning of-Model Cities elected representatives of the

"community"), and in Lriteria for public agencies serving status offenders

omMunity-based"). Nevertheless\though the use of the word has implied

these organizations contained bagic agreed-upon tenets those tenets have

not always,been clear, and on occakion did not exist.

'We know.that a Sense of "coMmunity l! doe exist, but that it may not be

geographical. Its most fundamental element is kinship. But there are also

more aggregate elements to a successful sense of comiunity. These might be

represented by religious, ethnic or political identificatibnn and sometimes

even: by organizations rid groups of particular-problems (Alcoholics Anonymous',

eight Watcher etc.). The common element is that successful individuals

are transcended,by a social More, and do not permit themselves to. act as ind -idua

-in isolation from the expeCtations of those whoM they-respect. This is the

notion of community. It haa been found to be useful for understanding why

7
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some -hildren perform-tetter-in school, why some kids don't commit crimes, and

why some families stay together. It touchs much of the researCh on education,

juvenile delinquency, occupational attai_ ent, and youth participation. We

think it is time to.explore it, Collate as much information as we can about it,

and come to a better understanding of how ie works in families.and how it

worksin larger groups.

There may be-other themes tote derived from other Workshops. Tut these.

'twO are tot inconsiderable undertakings. They do not:necessarily:imply

massive amounts of new research or program support. What they do imply is a

new coordination of existing ideas and arguments. At the commencement of the

-Workshop we pointedly asked the participants' hat the role for the Federal

government mlght be,.other- han to provide more monetary support. In short;,,

,this i their answer.

5 8
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SESSION I

jg:tylets_1:124rsi./1.1,ge Oblgationo ities

One cannot discuss one, without the other; they are equal, n _par-

able.

But this balance is not always counicated, nor is it always
accepted;

n fact, in some cases the two do con&ict.

YoUths should have the righi
roles.-
,

_o specify and to change their own

There has been an overemphasis of due processand the sta_us quo,
and An under7emphasis of the pursuitof happiness (defined as, ,

eVeryone's right to-full personality deposition).. This pursuit
-should tAke. place in both work and in 'social relaA.onships/.

Itla normal to expect adults to worry about their-part of obliga-
tions and responsibili ies; shoUld we pot expect youth to do like-

_ .

wise?

ly asking youth to decide thinga, are we.not asking`tort of youth
than they.should be Asked o do?

Weahould not force youth into cementing work.roles bedause our
misguided notions about their "needs for decision-making;" we
-need to keep their options open.

Everyone's'conception of what a healthy young person should be is
-both a:private and a socio-political statemen

6 0
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The question for our country is this:. hoW far can we take -individuality.

without also acknowledging social responsibility?

1.1r goal should be -to precervethebenefts of indivdualfty without

its attendant horror show.

In discussing the subject of-obligations and,responsibilities we
should otit,seVeral cotton myths. One is that Eastern (bloc) countries

have more idealist; TheVest.already har lique ideological combin-

ation, tor example, the constitution.

The purtuit,of happiness-leads to a;multitude of-researchable ques-
tions, e.g.: jnforted consent--at what stage? Qt hoW can learning

theory tontribute-to cooperation without killing individuality?.

What does informed.consent-mean to someone who cannot learn math
because a kid out in the-hallway has a gun pointed at his head?

Before anything else, we must reach'agreetent On some basic assump-
tions; this.is what defines,..a community. ',Whatever we agree upon is

somethingwe all want, e.g.: Sparta agred upon the importance of

military training. Frot this basic agreftent, this basic manifesto,

will come research,questions.

All pursuit of happiness has two directions: instruc o..al and

hedonistic.

Though the question given to us stated that equal rights. haVe been
extended to nOnadults,"without reason or logic"'I do not believe
this isso; there has been both reason.and logic involved, and:these

have been spelled.out in court decisions ranging from freedom Olf
expression, to freedom Of assembly and dress..
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Much of pur moral dilemma sterna froM our developMental dilea, for
the development of competencies is net linear. And this is also
true with the interaction of competencies.

With respect to the pursuit of happiness, if the ideal does nOt equal
_the reality, then why seek the ideal?-

_.should not diacuss 'the pursuit of happiness" as a-atate,of hav-
ing no'problemsi for happiness may lie in the pursuit itself.

We should ask ourselves thret question's:

(1 ) What do.we want our children to do?'
(2) 1-lhat kinds Of lived 4o we want our children to lead?

(3) What contributions do we want our children to%make to society?

Does, an increase.in a child's competenpy:leid to his or her taking
on.more responsibility, br does'taking,on more resPonsibility lead t

more competencyl

Should We concentrate, our efforts on the implications of'recent'legal,
decisions,- or should we concentrate our efforts to precede them?,

-To define the "Status of children"Js an eady task for the.statistic-
ian, but that is an extremely shallow approach

Tounderstand the ecology of youth', and adolescence research is to
know the implidationa ofinterventions.-, For.exaMple,.we.khow that- the-

early Eisenhower-Benaon-Nixon effort helped to get the sub-marginal
farmer off the farm,:but,it alio placed him in Dttroit, in Bedford

Stuyvesant and:Other places. Perhaps'if mt had done some ecological
research on the effects of our farm policy on Detroit and .1i74C, the

same decisions-wouldn't have been made.-

6 2
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If children are given rights the co text to which
cable ndeds to be specified.

y are appli-

4

Indefining the development of competencies we -should not. rely upon
age grades, but upon the development of the ego.

4

Is there such a thing as an independent youth culture?" Whether one
believes yes or no it is a suitable empirical avenue for research.

In our discussion of toles should we rely upon "consumer" perspectives,
or scieniific perspbetives; what if 88 peicent of tile parents believe-
that the appropriate role should be "x" but 88 percent of the experts
belie4 the ap(propriate role.should be "y?"

One question with which We shall all eventually be confronted is thisi
should we mptivate people (a) by the example of others, or (b
through social constraint?

In,a way,:justas thesfabled professor of enbomology after his ea_rs

of stuiiymight,become enamored with his termites, so might an expert
in youth research beCome an.advocate.

eement should not be necessary,,for advanceeln knOwledge c me,
_from a dialectic of opinion and breakthroughs often result from

dialectics.

It,might be:helpful to us to look to the ecology of relationships
'betimen adult and adolescent. In other words-, an adversary..relation-
ship mipht be normal, but it is also normal for youths to be,on good
terms with adults.

:With reOect:to the ecological view, when discussing developmental
phenomena., we shouZd alwaYs-connect it tO the social system, e.g.:
responsibility should always be ,''ancho ed" to'the family,or to the

peer group.
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"Responsibility" is meeting the obligations of others.

We should not exaggerate whar "research" can accomplish. We should
remember that research is a social construction of reality, and we
should hot talk:aboUt cathedrals,when what wereally,have are quonset
huts 0-

Socialipation for-responsibility 'and competence could place the,
sponsor in a position o exacerbating conflict.'

"Competence" is the expectations:which aignificantothers hold for an
indlvidual at a given stage of development.

All appropriate behavior is guided by its social and institutional,
Context. For exdmple,, the expectations 'fox different age grades differ
radically from ethnic group to ethnic group. ,
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SgSS1ON 2

Normal Adolescence

"Problems" are not always wrong, in fact:, many are normal. So to say
that adolescents havej5roblems therefore does not mean that we should
inte vene.

What we should:ask is not what is true for each and every'adolescent,
but what is true in general.

The ter-me youth,and ado escence are often used interchangeably, but

should not,be. By definition, adolescence -has physiological origins;
youth as a concept has more social and political connotations. -The
age group now being lumped into "youth" frequently_rangeebetween 10

to 30. The issue and problems are very different espeCially at-the -

upper range.

Let us not forget two things: (1) the whole secialcategOry Of youth
is an invention ofjlost-iadustrial society. And secondly,', in other

sotieties the notion ofeutonomy which we today think of as character-
izing-the world of the "adult,". was only possessed by thosewe
think of as being eidersi the oldegt,the wisest, And the Most notable-.
For others, it was normal to spend a-lood many years in preparation-,
and While in preparation, having the kind of relationship to authority--

. ,

which we today would regard as adolescent. I' --.-

One very pawerfulissue inedolescence
of the next stage.

-

the adolescen

,

A
eye view.

With respect to juvenile delinquency We know that the rates are iimt46-
iing but ye don't knoWifitis because our reporting is more rdetailed;

ighether it stems from a broader definition of delinquency, or What.
We don't haVe the retrospective iniorbation that is necessary.to care-,
fully compare rates of incidende-for the same-offense within the saffi,

age group;.
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Wealso 1 know.that the profiles of children who enter the juvenile
justiceisystem for the first time do not differ in any significant
way from those of children who have never entered.

1

1

1

The question. of "labeling" as a causal factor may .be relevant to-
behaviot on-some school ground in Cedar Rapids, but it's not when
talking about armed robbery in Woodlawn.

. 1

Is delinquency caused by exposure to-the juvenile, _usticesystem or

' are there kids wile are heavily into real-criminal behavior, not .

status o fenses, not drugs, nor sex, but arted robbery and the rest:

./

Some instances o delinquency under -ome circumstances might be
normal.

Those who .view adoleacence through stages believe that the period
begins with the !onset of-puberty and passes.through three categories:
early adolescenee--in-which the most pressing-confrontation is with:-
the physical changes; middle adolescence--in which some-psychological
-confrontation and later disengagement occurs with the parents;,/and.
late adolesZence-in which the "who am I" and "what am 1 doing.here"
questiOns;are raised. Aftet this third phase, the individual then
has the capacity!forintimacy,and after that,- re-engagement.
This concept is true-for more than college students, thougu its valid7-
ity'stems primarily from middle./class populations. But there is no
universal path, no one type oftormal adolescence, even within the
Middle class. '

. Historically the s1e of the-youth cjass was dirctly.and Inversely
proportional-to their-demand in the labor market; the-more the demand',
the less the number of 7youth." Thus youth rights also 'grew in
inverse proportionto labor market demand, the mote demand, the less
they-could be spared-and the more .they were treated ab adults, the
less demand in therlsbor ggyket the-more support there was for com-
- .

plusory schooling an& o6er proteCtions.
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It is interesting..Not only are youth a result of the industrial
-reVolution, but in terms of size; very much a post-World War II
product. Youth .is a time when exp'etimentation and exploration are
considered a high priority. It is not surPrising that with the first
youth generatidn now yell integrated into the highest reaches of our-
techntrracy, the age range of "youth" keeps getting.extended upward,
perhaps ultimately defining'that stage in,life.as interminable. This
has the effect of expanding the premium being placed on experimentation,
and exploration in higher and higher age ranges.

-

Thus ws)don't simply observe youth as a category in theIlfe cycle.
We crete it, just as we create many other social categories that we
place ourselves in.

cIn.reality,: __fe does not progress in stages. This last "stage" of
adolescence, the "who am I" stage, clearly lquestions like that Lre not
solely a part'of adolescence. "Who amiI," and "What am. I doing here"
'are questions which people ask themselves throughout their lifetimes .

so, the notion of interdependence begins at age zero, and i given
a loom.to operate a child of three can work like an'adult, a ild of
nine cadytrk)Sufficiently to support/his'siblIngslas a head f houde-
hold. ,A child of,12 can Struggle with the'question of intima y :

7

i

-. -What do we have that will distinguish a child from an adolescent? At

the lower end.is puberty,. but we all know teenagers who bave not begun
, i

,

.
to,menstruate at age 16. I think the problem. for Os is to locate
new indicators at a social psytholo

i

ical level rather than rest our
case7on Whether sexual de'Veloptent ftias begun.

There ate at least-three categoiias of inditators from which we might
choose, each with varying degrees pf research closure and a'greement.-
They are the following: (1) phys °logical changes,,(2)-socially
defined demarcated Age statUses, and (3) psychological operations
suchaps the Piagetian notion o ormalOP rations, and other's.

Ad inistratorakkneed to be tonce-ned with polidy. W in the research
tinity should woeu about "p_OcesseS."
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But,wouldn't it be just as compartmentalized (read arbitrary) tO'dif-
ferentiate.everything by "processes?"

, Could A publicly-funded-researCh strategy be developed which woulci
focus not upon problems, however categorized, but upnpi nonproblems such .

as "what is normal?" and how could this strategy be justified?

In deciding:upon what is normal,we could approaeh itin at least two
ways. Either:we could a Sume that personality As a function of the
social structure setup as our dependent variable, aad-attempt to predict
or aecount for It;for' we couleaPproach the subject ia a.sort of
ethnomethodologicil.way; by asking the'man An thestreet what:he thinks
is normal or abnormal,' and decide for ourseivea accordingly.

What problems ocCur'in youth,which are natural and:normal; and is
any way of distinguishing them from those which are abnormal?

- ,

There ara--normal problems'and they are these: (1) prolonged financial I

- d6pendence-and a natUral-Aesire for,some independence; (2) Aistance
-, from a struc_ureTof poWer;-(3)-the ptoces of moving out of onajegal

;
status prese tly.Occupied, and into.another status. The process
itself isf-a problem. All of-these are nnrmal problema. -.This meana

that-no natter what level dif,interventidn-is conceived they cannot
be avoided entirely Thus,it is 'normal for nonadults to feel that
they would like to end.their financial dependence, that they would
like to'bedoMe decision-makers (especially_over theirown destiny).and
Chat they should feel unsettled duringthe-prOcess Of becom an adult.

.(--
% ev--

., .

Sexual. precocity, using drUgs, gettintArunk orengaging in :some kind
. ,

dketatineddeiinquency may, from the social-psychological
'point of view be Seen as/exactly the same thing.. Yei'goyernment is
'.:enteresed iwdiffereagation and ,Congress might not:know how.to func-
tion,if it couldn't:set:up theseseparate packages. EUt if you look

- -at these problems empirically, you find that they-co-vary,- So you.:
41an!r find Reople TAo are- drug usera but who stenot engaged in something
else, and therefote there are ecologicalvlinks among these,behaviors.
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There are theoretical origins of behavior which can offer insights
by conceiving causes as homogeneous. For example there,is Merton's
theory of blocked opportunity as an explanation of alternative behavior.

:Our,society is organized in snch a way.that wc flamboYantly display

the things which are most pleasurable for. adults .(such as sex and .

alcohol), but'demand that nenadulta not participate. Is\it any wonder
,

whythe more precocious-of the nonadults express their precocity, by

engaging. early?

We need to confront the point at which behavioral problems çeach a

tiormative

When it comes to legislation iiithe area of youth, somehow normalcy

orthe develOpmental: view really has no lobbyat all. .The delinquency

people have.a lobby. The runaway people have,a lobby, the servide
people'and theadoleacent pregnancy.people all have,lobbies. )3ut

whether from a:biological, psychoanalytic,-sociolOgical or anthro- "

pblogical view, where is the lobby Which would engage the research and.

Trogramato bring about understanding,of norMal developmen0.-

I:see a lot of sense,in all of the theories which have come up 'at

this Workshop, but somehow we- must get together and form some kind of

consensus, strong enough to beginto form policy. We need to bridge

the methodologies of the social and behavioral sciences, and maybe

together with the expertise of the.clinicianwe can begin.

I think nOrmal addlescents are tho,s whb perform to the expectations

that-the sOcial syatem'defi adolescence.

f
I

Kids who shootj3efan'don't because their mother takes aspirin. In

other wo ds',--it's.not the flamboyant display of the forbidden wh_ch

iT

motivat a deviant.social behavior, it ia the family. When the

family breaks,down, then everything else really,cemes away. In

other ords, More than p,..-kything else, normalcy is prepcated by the

relat onship between the parents.
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SESSIPN 3

After discovering that the school has not accomprshed what we expected,
e should not blame it. The-school is-not the flair', it is not the

,

bled guy. In fact the school administration and chool administrators,
robably have the narrowest degree of freedom _ 1haveever seen.

\

en:ome finds that he experience in school comes off better than
hatlnne might expect s____There are two'reasons for this, the fact that it is i

.A Meeting place, a,p1 ce for making friends, ana secondly, a place
lfhere 'one can somet es meet nice adnits on ntimate terms, who happen

to be teachers .

n theU.S there toddy so many kinds _ schools that it is

possible tc(gene alize, to.speak of the chool experience.

,

n discussions o_ achoolà, we should not forget that-besides education,

he institution op ates as at alternati e to prison, to employment',

and to mental heal h treatment.

ubiic dissatisfact on with-school steis from rhe over7

xpectation of what the-school should; ccomplish.

I any discussion abo t the school's ftnfiuence one should not forget

e breadth in the cas of actors infIluencing the child, with much
out a child's.social -arper explai ed by the family.

Te chers have no freedom whether t choose what they teach or.

ch ()se how to discipline, 'or to cho e their style of imparting

ormation. ,

The e is no data which show that in irreievaqt curriculum or
irr levant schooling which c uses /kids to nine out and drop out.
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Al_ youth must expect to be subjected totwo universal characteristics
of iving:- s 'authority and (b) work.

Decades of educaticinal research and experimentation have pretty
well identified all varieties pf pedagogicatstyles.

Our goal should now be to try and limit the functions of schools to
what weoan reasanably'expect them to accamplish.

Perhaps schools should be uSed as an EPSDT mechanism.

The keTto understanding:the effectiveness of a curr.iculum-is to
look, not at what is written but'to how it is-deliVere&. If a

lesson-on The American RevoAtion is delivered bTsomeone who is

mean, the real message will net be about.how,our nation received

freedom, but how,it personally-feelS2to withstand tyranny.

The fact is that the school works and, from what I know about the

children of the middle class; accomplishes exactly what it is supp9oed

to do.

The questions,about schools'overlap both manifest and latent functions.

For example there is always,a'Symbolic role that Schools play in the :

local community which kids maY not be able to articulate for you,
but is real nevertheless Regartless of,how'theadministration can
lay out:professional ideologieS or facts about theSchool.which are
kept for the accreditirig agencies, the civic ethic af the schaol will

always be separate and identifiable. But it is really for the social

'scientist ta see this kinclof drama played out.

At what age and under what cirewnatances should a child construct
his nwscurricUlum?
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Schools are not tra ning for the jobs whIch are available.

We should not take the problems of fitting the school to'the laber
market to the point of exaggerating the need for work experience.
There is,a question of democraticvalues at stake here. In Germany

I lived under a systet which used:e simplified solution of sending

kids out to work at Uor 14. ,Itqwas a catastrophicai class
system.-
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Adolescence Research Community and
the Federal Government

-If ye are to consider a national policy with respect to youth then we
should remembertwo things: ,that unlike the good old Nazi idea,
it should not be one moVementi but secondly and in contrast, it should
provide the wherewithal to et:deli:rage diversity. It is this diversity .

'uhich ip a touchstone of this countryi and its excitement;

There Are normal urges in alladolescenti,_ for example-, the urge ,for

aaventere, A national-policTshoUld encourage young people to seek
adventure,. It Should encourage exchanges between populations of

yOung people, If national policy simply means thatwe are supporting .

positively some:of these urges instead- of twisting youth behavior, then
I am:for national policy.

There is no national adult policy, therefore, any youth policy would
onlY exacerbate the,already recognizable differences between adult
and nonadult populationa. Treating nonadulta differently, like the
juvenile lustice System,hasboth positive and negative implications.
Onthe one hand, it can protect; on, the other hand it can expect

behavior from one population whichit doesn't eXpect from the other.
One question which this'involves is whether youths should be under
closer-scrutiny than adults?

An ingredient for a successful youth policy would be that i should

be broad enough for it to have an orientation, but not specific
enough to carry it to port.

In any discussion of the relationship of the adolescence research coin=
'munity to the Federal government, the subject of government procedures
must be raised. There are too many contracts and notenough grants;

-
there is too little ,bidding which is genuinely competitive; too much
wiring; and-too fast due dates and-hurried procedures to do an honest

job..
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With respect to wiring, one.serioUS problem'source Congress.

TooOften'restrictione are put on legislation as to who can bidon
the reaeareh, What Percentdges must,go to certain'eategoriea of
institutions, or what athount to certain geographical-locations.

probleths-of wiring-lie in the-administration of research.

Adolescents-need adventure to be sure, but not all adventure should
be considered physical. There is-a-social psychological adventure.
For example, there are numerous-roles which the adult world can .
provide for young People and this is something that researchers from
various disciplines can address-very sensibly. I think research can'

make soue.vety reasonable, fairly.well-documented statements
that for adolescents there are things the government can,provide_that
will not be restrictive, that will not cut down.on diversity but-will
perhaps address adolescent needs in a benign.and humane,and open way .

One role which the government should help to Play is,itt :general, .

to help.improve the quality of public debate on adolea&nce. There

-is no other stage in .the life cycle so much at the mercy of the
dmass media. It is very difficult to pick upa Sundey Paper or

. .

magazine in any part of the country which doesn't have 'some kind of
article that Turveys a set of mytheabout adolescence, not the least
of which is the "storm and stress" ideology, or the assumption of
non-pluralism, non-diversity ind great conformity, Somehow there
has been a need for people to sterotype adolesaence in terms of
Very few, very narrow mythological 6ategories, and it seems.to me

that there are some educational tasks to.be done here.'

Perhaps government- could serve the public interest by sponsoring
a neries of workshops for people who write about adolescence in _

the-media, or for those who write-legislation concerning adolescence.
--The task should be to rid legislation of mythology and to &dram-
atize, to deconflictualize people's understanding of the adolescehce

We have a basic contradiction between the literature on adolescence .
on-the zne hand Which would'not Support a universal storm and stress
Adeology, and the popular media and government-agencies on the other.
Perhaps we should turn the issue around and ask why it,is that adults

in these.institutions are so eager to consume these kinds of messages.
_Is it because of.an economic fear? Perhaps the hostility towards
adolescentsis a problem worth investigating in itself.
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One problem which should be cOnfronted asp:art of a rational youth, lipo_cy
:Should-be that of segregation, not segregation in:its.traditional:-
taciaJ interpretation, but segregation in termapf many. necessary/ ,

:exper ances: segregation.from the very old, or the Very young; frdm
the very.sick; as well as from those of different cultures, values y
and. statuses.. One objeCtive of a youthAnlicy might be to encourage
a diveraitT.of experience and so break these enclaves of culture, age

-mid class. The ultimate objective should be to facilitate development,-
:not the remediation,of)specific problems.

Aek distinction should be made between a national youth policy and a
national policy toward-youth research.: I. dou't think we know enough
to sponsor the former,k but We do know enough and have some ekperience
with the latter.

I would far rather see us continue-the way we presently apprOaCh sub-
jecta in legislation.-:: We have nationalpolicies on health, oh education,
andnational resources,.and in-this way,- attention:does:not easily
get divided into age categories which May be competing with one

-another.

'What we do need.are a series of on-going research Centets for keeping
tabs on what is normal,-like the social indicators put out by the
National Center for Health Statistics, surveys which are well-choaen
probability samples and a good source of research-data-

-

We can learn.two.things. from the groups on aging, for they have
demythologized the press successfully-, -and have been:well organiz d

with good advocacy groups.

Much of the alienated youth_image has been Eprpetrated by Federal fund-_

ing policiea for social scientists were funded for crisis adolescent

problems rathet than emphasiiing normal youth in an attempt to deal

with a crisis sitUation. So much of the funded research focbsed
\on deviancy rather than on normality.'What happened is that the sbcial

scientist can internalize and incorporate the negative sterotypes inte

his awn work'. So to improve the quality of.adolescence research, we
should do two things: (1) try and determine that which facilitates

-normal adolescence, and (2) clean up our own house in terms of what we

-focus upbn.
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I have five comments or suggestions. (1) The firSt would be to net

..tonsider ado *sterite as an age category separate framother Age
.eategoriee-Ji only encourages.unnecessary:competitionth.early//l
.childheod, middleyears, or aging. Logically adolescenceit one
Stage in:a life cYcIe Of problems and policie6, end research should
he allotated in thatcontext And with that underatanding. (2)'

Thoae,who enatt legislation affecting,youth, even on the national

_ _ _ _ __ .Aever, have small staff with inadequate training They should be

:bolstered. (3) -One impertant role Which governtent can serve Would-
'7be to-centinne.to assistin the synthesis of research. We have lots

'of knowledge, but'it is frAgmented.and weak-. No one has systematically

i put large,amounts of funds into.activitieswhich would synthesize.it
and hopefully, entourage public support for future research. - (4) /

7 There should be moresessions apensored by the government and these

Ahould be'oriented.towards long-workshops. (5) Interagency Panels.,

..which help to coordinate ideat and information between diffuse govern-
mentorganitations, should be endouraged andstrengthened.

NO one should lose sight Of adolescence an it relates to other cate-
geries of the life span,:but this should not preclude specialization,
special' emphasia' It should not mean-that one cannot take one part
.of the I1fe span and be especially concerned with it. For instance',

the'senior citizen has'receatly been.tore studied and wej.lave gained

from that.special focus. The same ia true.of early childhood. It .

definitely is part of,the life cycle butve have ,focused upon'it
'because'we.wanted to understand it'better. :I think the study of ado-

leaceute in'Worthy of similarly concentrated'attention.

To understand adolescence better we will have to explore all the
stupid assumptions which are made about it, saying that it-is the
"eo-man's land" between childhood and adulthood. That is a terrible

concept. Who is in no-man'e land? There is something very specific
about adolescence as part of the life cycle. When we look at ado-
lescents there are qualities that they have in common, and it isn't

all storm and stress, it isn't all stereotype.

I am disturbed by the fact that the grant system .is under attack..

More and more research is let out by means Of contracts., Thip increas-

ingly concentrates the decisions forhoth the direction and
the administration of research into the hands of a small number of

people. I think the adolescence research community should have more
of a role in taking the resPonsibility for deciding what is most

useful end relevant.
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y can concentrate upOn'age ca egories but prograM
difficult. There is such a thing as adventure for

_lies; perhaps they desire adventure_or parks or
as.mu h as youths.- Therefore; when making services
should p aps structure it across other dimensions
-the- potentIal for alternative target'groups viewing
neglected.

One indication of how under-represented the adolescence research com-
munity ,is in public policy is to look at the make-up ofthe President's
Science Advisory Committee. This committee is organized similarly
to the Council on Economic Advisors, with a five-person council.
But the best reports indicate that these five indiViduals will
include two physicists, a physical chemist, a mathematician, and
probably a microbiologist, if that person is very micro. Now this
has some very real import and perhaps we should be concerned not just
with 'the Pnder-representation of the adolescence research community,
but with all social science.

Magazines such as Time and Newsweek divide±e
-such as the "Sexes;"-"Medicine, "Behavior," etc.
to "Science " what it means is physical Science,

When it c- es

Despite the success of Putting a men7on the.moon,- .there are more:
. similaritieseetween the sodial and physical sciences than there
_are differences. -We have learned to treat the physical sciences
as though they were so Objective-, but if one reads Einstein':
_essaY one is struck,by his stress:on intuition, for little in'
science-can'be discovered without it, And even in the physical
Sciences, almost anything_that wa 7ever-found. was not found for

Perhaps it would help if we could distinguish between the.term "youth"
and the term "adolescence." Adolescence has, its origins and its

links-with puberty. On the other, hand, if.there wero European social

14,-..144

scientists present-, it wo

(
1A-obvious that their conception of

Youth was.that of a .0c. :I/political entity, as au actor in the .

political process. In America , the ideology and government policy
seema,to be to look at adolescence as a transitional stage and to
gear research so as to-smoOth its edges. This snggests that we can

- have an entree to the government if in some way our work becomes a
myth-in service of youth. But_our work may,involve those issues con-
fronted by the larger Society as well, and,they may be social or
political issues &IS well as clinical or developMental.



SESSION 5

ummary Session: The Future Role-

the Federal Government

e thing that can be said for our governMent is that-it is one _

few' in the world that'arranges to organize:its opposition.

the

T do not'see that a national,approach toward youth policy should be any
less important than a national-policy toward-youth research. But t

I do see one occurring.before the other,

Two things have bothered me with respect to the Federal.role, and I

think other people Are,awore of.them. One ig the tremendous tragmento-'
tion and the tremendous gaps-with reference to those reSearch products

conee:they are cent-back to government. The aecond is that, there ought

,to he a special governmentinstitute orcenter for the collation:And

eYnthedis of:researchlmowlege on adolescence. Perhaps this-could be

joined oh a cOnsortium basis with other centers in the:priVete sector
,and get together on'courses of action. I think a cons6rtium at least
could do something toWardoMaking the research enterprise-:itself more
productive bylexchanging information, exchanging faculty, and Aoing

some mUtual planning That predess in its own right would besuffidient,--

to warrant the development of a consortium.

A consortium a a nice4deo only if 'it is research7oriented and if the

primary focus at. this.stage Of:the gameAs research, If .it has:any-

thing to do withsOcial/politiCal things, I say:forget At. I know

for eXample, that the AmeriCan Eociety for Adolescent Psychiatry,pulled

iDut Of the National Coordinating:Council for Children and:Youth because

AwtiCipation simply:wasn't worth it:. They just argued among themselves

.and there was uit nothing conatetethatLcome-out---of-it,--

.1 am trying to sort out how I might comment on what has happened at

this meeting. Before coming I knew that there would be a whole bunch
f different people from different institutions and that we might have

a chance to play tennis with a lot of different ideas and concepts. But

that in itself was rather like jello and hard to ,hang onto and I had

no idea what might really come out of such a thing. Now at the end

when I sit hack and think about being here for a day and a half in terms

of processes, where we went, I think I would conclude that maybe we

7 8



did ket Some place/ At least I knOw.some names and faces
ilar to me in a lot of ways. You know we belong to 27 or
_organizations and are probably over committed as-it iato
The idea of 'having another hurts. _But -eVen after knowing

think we.should'get it together.

that are.sim-
33 different
meetings etc.
this,. I agree,

n justifying the need for research we need to beclear about what we
n by the word 'Iutility." Public support for research is clearly

related to-our tieing able to demonstrate that_knowledge can ba used
to 'help people. This can range all tha way from our understanding_normal____
developmental processes and developing tolerance for understanding ,

uP to specific programmatic designs. I think no matter where we stand
on ,the extent of utility that there is foam for all of us to-agree on
this: that there should be Some demonstrable Outeome of our work that
the public or government ought to be informed about.

But many decision7makers are not social scientists' and cannot be-
_

axpected to independently-interpret for themselves all-the varieties
of information outcomes'from our work. If.we had a consortium, like
the one under diseussion a:Moment ago, should one'of.itd fnnctions ba
to recoMmend relative researdh efforts. At the moment_I don't believe
(relative to the first sentence of our question here) that the research
community heavily influences legislation, research policY, or program
direction. I'question-that.- I think that the social scientist is
usually diecounted and that usually decisions are made on the basis of
values. Perhaps an organization-such ad a consortium could help the
research community play a More significant role.

The questions that we seem to be raising have to do'with what is most
valuable', and what is lesth valuable. And in the process of the last
day and a .half we seemed_to havoneit_hrough-lt-wa-sta-gesTifit we
dmalied-each other ouE. That, however, is inevitable; all groups have
.to do that first before they do anything else.- Second, wa got a feel
for some people with whom we might be in real agreement, or those with
whom we may be in disagreeMerit and would_like to continUe. I don't .

think we have exchanged deep knowledge, but we have got a feel.

A
,



When 1
we have
these.

es to-ideas'we will never know the final thing, but I think
eached soMe c nsensus here about.four issues, and theY ate_

We',all agree that adolescence is one part-of a normal:, gObra.--,life7cycle But at the same:time, there is nothing
wropg with:looking at perts of the life cycle

:-

We all agree that there are an enormous amount ot myths floating
around about adolescence (for instance that the family is falling,

,apart)', that our job is-to chetk into these myths, and if-possible
-play a role in'correctingthem with the general-public. I think'

that We had baeic:Aisagreement0 over approaches, .bUt, that is a -'

secondary issue. '

think we all agree, and we ell say "yes" to the
'pluralism and diversity.exists,,that it is "good,
pf 4t oUght to be encouraged .

I.have learned:an awful lat'aboutthe-rOle of dovernmentj he
,

kind of things we sometimesforget, Jden't ever went.to. ee
politics laid on_us!and-have,aterriblelear of:dictators.: But-

here. I.am_far *axe optimistiC and.excited, for_I think we can
agree,about seeing the gnve±nment's'role-as-that of a.facilitator.
I-think we are:going to have to:-think-about whet-that means.
Ferhaps it meansto racilitatecomminnications Among governmnt-
units; I never realiZed hoWlmany unitreataai_ing whyouth.
mean:I'kUew'''abOut it, but it becomes intensified when-you-sit.

here-. But the fealitator role,ihoWever, interpreted, would be
a-,positive one

fact-that.
aud-ip.tenna

__,..._-_,--- I
.

,_
,

--=---There Is one more ththat maybe we, should not appreciate. and' hat
.

. iathe supposed la..ik-,Of efilect of research-effort, or....0-;:meetings like-

._ the- Movement for tie mentally retarded citizen pretty much frOm the
this one. 1 have'_ad a fascinating experieneein-itaing able to follOw

start.. 'I have gorie tolthede,:meetingS:andlhave seen: people go.away :/-
-nnhappy-And Aissatisfied thinking they reall'Y .didn't'get much done,
and yetil-hiYe'seen-.fantastic.commitments beingmadb andjlvesibeing:-

: greatly: altered.a a,result notbnly Ofighat reSearchers .have done,
-hutelso as a resUlt eg meetings Iike this. Weiwo itry.thatf'we say4-

something unoriginal we have failed; but redundancy itselfiis not
-necetlearily bad. We wOrryjhat nothing gets.disSeminated; Yet l'..can
show you lives th-tha4e beemshanged) that have.come_aboutig a reault
of.ideas, methods, proCessea, and propositione-that-were.tound in a
literature which auppoeedlinobody.eYer-uSes; or froM studies that were\

,

supposedly' gathering_dUst sobewhere. It .is said:that individuals
_psychologitallpchanneltheirbehavior based upon their'anticipations.

- -,. _



Well my anticipations have been altered here and I'm noi sure wilose
, idea I will stedl an implement bUt I-assure you, I hlVe jome skill

in these matters and1Where I cor _nm there will be co commitmen
of resources!that might ndt othi_. _se haNe been made'as a result of
what I have.heard

Since youth is rarely alive category,in university _udgets, and You
esea;ch'is a fragmented activity, I think we can all agree_that we
need home way to speak for a grou0 with respectto youth research..
Thia would be doing:everyone a service, including_the larger society.

4

We should find. someform, some organitation to de this. Whether it is
in or out of 'government, wheWr we have agreement'on methodological -
isenes (even ,disagteementacan, be productive), is really less,important.

. than haVing people in this field being able to keep each other,Sware of'
where the Most substantive,work-is

.

\

The ideas that there is a value=free aynthesis of research is a .myth.
. ..

But some,emphasiamight be placed upon Ithope studies in which the
i

investigator's danclusions were opposite firom his hypotheses.. 'Syntheses
I might be made simultaneously by individualis_of divergent views. .111ere'

are ways to overcome the problems of

'I think it is/rc4orth laying on thetableiw at we-all know. As.redearchers-

weAlaye.backgrounde which place a premil'im on individnal aUtonomy
akepticism, and entrepreneurship. 1 abarp these coneerneand theee-.
values... At,the sane time, I think moat o1 l us are.aware.of the real
problems Whichare associated=with framentation; with,maintaining

'1% thdiffuse intakes1-__ . :'Perhaps e time isiright,forsoMeconcentrated,,
adtivity which, t-,tothing else, wouldo-1=ganize an on-going intelleeval

.,
,e?whange fdcUsed aroUnd addlescence a rch.;

6'II tell you, i think we have been on a very discouraging course'.
th-tildren-and youth, and youth especially,-have-had an awfully'hard time,
in getting any kind of recognition in the Federal governtent. I,wouldd

1 /
cerXainly like.to see a struCture developed which would react better

, , .

to,the needs aroundI:childrenand youth in-a Way that'fits Wflat i'.think .

a!e-the:research needa. But-I do not/aee.that comingjrom.resaUrawitiiin.
,

14ernment: I can only see it occUrring as'a'result of prepsure 'from,:
/

,Mutside.
,-



10.0Iof._having the adoleacenee research community affectIhe national
research Pelicy would be to concen rate activity on the five/or six

0 -:key groups in Washington, and the ten or twelve individuals in those
groupa,whti are responsible for legislation: There are perhaps ten
-people onr.Congressional cOmmittees Concerned with Children and youth.
They are willing eo come to.your meetings if you ask them'and they will
share informationiand truly learn from you.;

I.

,

-Ali.organizationsl, inClUdkng goliernment institutes, have their ups and
r .

=. . .

-towns at one time or another, and individuals in .government, Whether
up-or down may not-have had the chance to reatfyour ar,ticle.' So when

you feel- ybb ieally Llave a breakthrough-, when you think there is reallT

an advancemene.in learning, contact people.

I

. .

Once rere was.a yery strong unit ip the Federaljgovernment called the
,

Cbillirees.BureeuIr !It,had'the ear Of theFresident which We
,:,

-

rateJoec4gse fepuld get:that close.,At the time lt wasef
'and it.welf a fictot 'over ehe yeara for !children. Not0 I wish:we ad

. 1. A .

units which'igere using the term youth.' edolescence'proMinently
.

:-becauSe otherwidelt .0.cus willCbeen childcwand be-interpreted
meaning young childre

,.

/The federal governmentI rin bpth services'and tesearcA efforts should
,

continually scrutirkize the-rationale for lumping Children and youth )-

-together to,be:sure it'is not oyerdene or.inappropriate.
\

1

There has_been muCh criticism of evaluation research. But though'

the specific researdp which4S-done on a given projecemay be poor
from the standpaincof:research,.it may be helpful froth the standpoint"
of'researckedubetion for-thes6 'who participate,'for they will learn -.
sopething from the 'p,rocess itself.


